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ABSTRACT

Various industries have embraced 3D printing for manufacturing on-demand,
custom printed parts. However, 3D printing requires intelligent data processing and
algorithms to go from CAD model to machine instructions. One of the most crucial steps
in the process is the slicing of the object. Most 3D printers build parts by accumulating
material layers by layer. 3D printing software needs to calculate these layers for
manufacturing by slicing a model and calculating the intersections. Finding exact
solutions of intersections on the original model is mathematically complicated and
computationally demanding. A preprocessing stage of tessellation has become the
standard practice for slicing models. Calculating intersections with tessellations of the
original model is computationally simple but can introduce inaccuracies and errors that
can ruin the final print.
This dissertation shows that a point cloud approach to preprocessing and slicing
models is robust and accurate. The point cloud approach to object slicing avoids the
complexities of directly slicing models while evading the error-prone tessellation stage.
An algorithm developed for this dissertation generates point clouds and slices models
within a tolerance. The algorithm uses the original NURBS model and converts the
model into a point cloud, based on layer thickness and accuracy requirements. The

xi

algorithm then uses a gridding structure to calculate where intersections happen and fit
B-spline curves to those intersections.
This algorithm finds accurate intersections and can ignore certain anomalies and
error from the modeling process. The primary point evaluation is stable and
computationally inexpensive. This algorithm provides an alternative to challenges of
both the direct and tessellated slicing methods that have been the focus of the 3D
printing industry.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

Various industries use products that have been created using 3D printing. The
dental and medical industries create custom implants that can be built at the facility
saving time and money. NASA is using 3D printed parts on their Mars rover, Curiosity.
Even large companies like Boeing are using 3D printed parts in their airliners [1]. Figure
1.1 shows a human skull 3D printed with data from a CT (computed tomography) scan.
However, to utilize this technology, 3D printing requires intelligent data processing and
algorithms.
The typical method for 3D printing starts with a Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
model and ends with instructions for how the printer should use the material to create
the object, generally layer by layer. This layered approach is sometimes called layered
manufacturing. Often, CAD models are tessellated and intersected by slicing planes to
create layers, but tessellation is nontrivial and can lead to numerical issues and
inaccuracies [2]. This dissertation seeks to provide a solution that avoids tessellation of
the CAD model.
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Figure 1.1
A 3D printed macrognathism.

Methods of Manufacturing
When looked at generally, there are two primary methods of creating threedimensional objects. The first is to remove or cut portions of a block of material to create
an object. The second is to build by adding and accumulating material to create an
object. These two methods are called subtractive manufacturing and additive
manufacturing, respectively [3]. Subtractive and additive manufacturing do not have to
be mutually exclusive. There are examples of hybrids that combine the desirable
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qualities of both methods [4]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the difference between subtractive
and additive manufacturing.

Figure 1.2
Comparison between subtractive and additive manufacturing.

Subtractive Manufacturing
Subtractive manufacturing creates specific geometries by using one or more
operations that remove material from a stock. These operations include, but are not
limited to, milling, drilling, boring, and turning. Historically a craftsman did this with their
hands and tools, requiring a skilled operator, precision, and a significant amount of time
[5].
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With the advent of computer numerical control (CNC) machining and the
automation of these tools with computers, the task of manufacturing has fallen into the
realm of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing) systems.
CNC has substantially decreased the cost, time, and inaccuracies of subtractive
manufacturing [6]. Figure 1.3 shows an example of a water-based cutting fluid on a
milling cutter.

Figure 1.3
Milling of aluminum using a water based cutting fluid.

However, there are considerations and problems with a subtractive approach to
manufacturing. One problem is that the pieces removed from the original stock of
material generate waste quickly. Depending on the material and the size of the removed
!4

sections, the subtracted material may be entirely useless. The machining process may
also limit the final size and dimensions of the object created, depending on the block of
material and the tools used [7]. The designer must consider the accessibility of the tools
at design time. Great care must be taken to make sure the machining tool only interacts
with the areas of the object to be subtracted while working around the design space [8].

Additive Manufacturing
Various industries have employed the concepts of additive manufacturing for
decades. Depending on the material and the created object, there are different ways to
distribute and accumulate material. Some methods include, but are not limited to,
extrusion, binding, and curing of the building materials. Like machining, models are
typically designed using CAD/CAM systems and an automated system is used to
distribute the material [9].
The additive approach offers solutions to some of the problems with subtractive
manufacturing. By adding the material as needed, there is less wasted material
compared to traditional subtractive machining. The accessibility problem can be
eliminated depending on the process used to build the object. Geometries that would be
impossible to form with subtractive manufacturing can be created additively [3]. Of
course, additive manufacturing comes with a unique set of challenges. Later chapters
detail these challenges.
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A Brief History
The two concepts that enabled the field of 3D printing were the invention of
numerical control (NC) machines and the increase in computational power of
processing elements. The original patent for NC, awarded in 1958 to John Parsons and
Frank Stulen, was for a "motor controlled apparatus for positioning machine tool." The
invention aimed to reduce the human factor in manufacturing but still obtain the desired
geometry required by the specifications [10]. The autonomy of NC machines increased
with the addition of computers to aid in path planning and execution. Computers allowed
for quicker, more accurate calculations of tool paths [11]. In the 1970s, with the creation
of microcomputers and the price of systems dropping dramatically, CNC machines
became more affordable as well [3].
Until the 1970s, the CNC machines on the market were subtractive, and
manufacturing methods that accumulated material had received limited research [3].
One of the first additive manufacturing patents was awarded to Wyn Kelly Swainson.
Figure 1.4 shows some of the artwork from the patent. This patent described a system
and method to create a three-dimensional object by directing cooperating lasers into a
container of liquid material. The lasers would move and solidify sections of material in
the vat, creating layers of the object [12]. Swainson's design is considered the
predecessor to the field of rapid prototyping [13].
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Figure 1.4
The artwork from Wyn Kelly Swainson’s patent.

The Emergence of Rapid Prototyping
Prototyping is an important part of the development cycle, and designers have
employed many methods for their creation. Designers would originally make prototypes
by hand. Handcrafting was a lengthy process that would not yield many models before
productions [5]. Other methods of manufacturing such as moldings proved not to be
economical. Creating and discarding a mold for a single disposable prototype was
expensive and impractical. Once CNC machining appeared and revolutionized
manufacturing, it became a viable option for prototyping. However, it still created
considerable waste and was costly for single test models [14].
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The 1980s saw the birth of rapid prototyping technology. In 1984, both Charles
Hull and Jean Claude André et al. filed patents for what would be known as the process
of stereolithography. Both used a UV curable liquid resin and ultraviolet light to
polymerize each layer of a three-dimensional model [15, 16]. However, Hull was able to
commercialize his stereolithography apparatus (SLA) successfully. In 1986 he cofounded the 3D systems company, one of the first 3D printing businesses in the world
[17, 18]. Charles Hull is one of the modern fathers of the field of 3D printing [13].
These new machines quickly built functional prototypes of concepts using a layer
by layer approach to accumulate material. Software generated planar cross sections
(known as the layer) sliced from a CAD model. These rapid prototyping machines
eliminated the need for expensive tooling for prototypes before production. [3]
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, more rapid prototyping processes started to
emerge. More potential materials became available as new processes were created to
compete with stereolithography. Carl Deckard created selective laser sintering (SLS) in
the late 1980s. SLS was able to work with metals using a laser to sinter together layers
[19]. He started a company that would later be acquired by 3D Systems [7]. In 1989, S.
Scott Crump filed a patent for a rapid prototyping process that created layers by
extruding heated materials [20]. This process would be called fused deposition
modeling (FDM), and he co-founded a company around the idea called Stratasys [21].
Many other businesses and institutions developed various processes through the
1990s. A company called Helisys Inc designed its style of additive manufacturing that
used sheets of thin materials laminated together called Laminated Object Manufacturing
(LOM) [22, 23]. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology also developed and licensed
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a technology that mimicked inkjet printers for 2D printing. The printer would spray a
binding agent on a powdered material to create each layer. MIT's process was called
three-dimensional printing and introduced the term 3D printing [24].

The Birth of 3D Printing
Multiple organizations created rapid prototyping processes throughout the 1980s
and 1990s. Breakthroughs in speed, cost, and autonomy allowed the field to progress.
As time went on, the automotive industry, dentistry, medicine, robotics, and many others
utilized the objects created by rapid prototyping machines. [25]. The term rapid
prototyping stopped being applicable as the technology evolved.
Improvements were made by patent holders to compete, and research was done
to improve the existing technologies into the 2000s. Institutions like Wake Forest School
of Medicine and others started exploring tissue engineering and organ printing using
inkjet style 3D printers [26, 27]. Even though 3D printing medical applications were still
in their infancy, the research investigated augmenting existing medical procedures and
the production of customized prosthetics [28]. A branch of 3D printing called 3D
bioprinting (shown in Figure 1.5) became a popular topic for research to analyze the
applications possible with biomaterials [29, 30].
Industries and researchers recognized that this method of manufacturing could
create solutions that were difficult or impossible with the conventional manufacturing
techniques [31]. Terms like “rapid manufacturing” and “on-demand manufacturing”
replaced the term rapid prototyping [32]. The American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) Committee F42 settled on “additive manufacturing” to differentiate them from
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the subtractive processes [17]. The term “3D printing” has been used interchangeably
with additive manufacturing.

Figure 1.5
A Russian 3D bio-printer.

In the mid to late 2000s, 3D printers became more accessible, in part due to the
release of open source designs by Cornell University and the University of Bath [3]. Up
until this point, 3D printers were mostly used for industrial or scientific applications and
were expensive. The open designs allowed the masses to be able to build printers if
they had some basic electronics skills [33]. These open source designs coupled with
expiring patents over the next ten years created an explosion of small groups and
companies inspired to build and sell low-cost models and kits [34]. One of the more
!10

successful companies, MakerBot (acquired by Stratasys in 2013) also founded a
website called Thingiverse, dedicated to the creation, sharing, and remixing of designs
made by the community [35].
Patent lapses continued to allow for an increase in the number of low-cost
printers on the market. The propagation of these newly affordable printers increased
confidence in 3D printing as a manufacturing style [36]. Cheaper printers allowed
smaller businesses to bring their manufacturing and design needs in-house if needed.
Companies like Shapeways (www.shapeways.com) became a marketplace for users to
upload and print models. The maker culture rallied around 3D printing for creation and
tinkering [7]. Figure 1.6 shows a dress created entirely with 3D printing. Even a
children’s book was written to introduce the concepts of 3D printing at an early age [37].
The marriage of the Internet as a digital exchange and 3D printing as on-demand
manufacturing has been called the “Third Industrial Revolution” [9].

Figure 1.6
A XYZprinting inBloom dress.
!11

Advantages
One significant advantage of 3D printing is that models with complex geometry
can be created using the same tools, fixtures, expertise, and relative time as a model
with a simple geometry [17]. Additive manufacturing also enables geometric
complexities and freeform shapes that would be impossible to create with subtractive
manufacturing, like the one shown in Figure 1.7. The toolset and the accessibility of
those tools restrict the creation of some geometries in subtractive manufacturing. 3D
printing's ability to create complex and freeform geometries without additional cost can
enable the production of new designs [1, 17].

Figure 1.7
A complex geometry manufactured with 3D printing.
The left shows the STL model and the right shows the
physical print.
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3D printing has the potential to disrupt supply chains established with more
conventional manufacturing techniques. For certain designs, 3D printing can reduce or
eliminate assembly lines traditionally used to construct products. Depending on the
geometry, a single run of the machine could print multipart models [26]. These single
part assemblies can contain integrated or complicated features such as kinematics for
this reason [17]. The increase in diverse materials for 3D printing and heterogeneous
objects has increased the potential for single part assemblies [38]. Additive
manufacturing also enables the ability to embed external and pre-assembled
components into printed models. The creation of vacant areas in the model during the
design stage allows an operator to pause the printer and add components. After
resuming the print, the added components are permanently in the final model [17].
3D printing reduces material waste that is created by traditional subtractive
processes. The accumulation of material avoids creating removed pieces of unusable
stock as a by-product of manufacturing [32]. This style of production also makes 3D
printing on-demand. Printers can produce models when they are needed. 3D printing
deposits materials, so they can be shipped in many different forms such as liquid,
powdered, or spools of solid material thread. In contrast, subtractive manufacturing
requires sized blocks of material. On-demand production can also reduce the amount of
physical inventory. The 3D printer builds the models as needed from a common set of
material resources [1, 32].
Because of this on-demand quality, mass customization of products is possible.
The principle of mass customization is the creation of products "to meet individual
customer's needs with near mass production efficiency" [39]. A 3D printer can create
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custom designs at the same or similar cost as it would a mass produced design [26]. 3D
printing can use automated software that can be designed to build custom models with
the available supplies. There is little to no risk with inventory, which is needed to
accomplish mass customization economically [14]. One example of mass customization
with 3D printing is clear orthodontic aligners. The patients complete an oral scan that
generates a model of their teeth. Special software processes the teeth models and
creates models of aligners for the treatments. These aligner models can be given to a
3D printer to create custom orthodontic devices [40].

Motivation for this Research
An important step in 3D printing is data preparation for process planning. Data
preparation is done independently of the build process. In this step, software can
estimate the accuracy and resolution of the printed geometry. Data preparation includes
slicing the model for layered manufacturing processes. Slicing generates the layers by
intersecting a plane with the model to find an intersection contour for that location.
These layers are what the printer uses to build the model. Without a quality slicing
algorithm, unnecessary errors and inaccuracies can be created [6].
Non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) are the standard for most CAD systems
used to create models for manufacturing. NURBS are commonly used to define curves
and surfaces parametrically [41]. Given a plane that represents a layer in the printed
model and a NURBS surface that represents the boundary of that CAD model, a slicing
algorithm is needed to calculate a curve on the NURBS surface where the plane
intersects it. The literature has several approaches to calculating the approximation of
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this intersection, but there are many special cases, anomalies, and inconsistencies to
consider. There is no approach without its limitations [42].
Tessellation of CAD models is the standard practice for 3D printing data transfer.
Tessellation is the approximation of the surfaces of a model using polygons, commonly
called a mesh. The most common polygon used is a triangle [2]. More triangles are
needed for the tessellation to generate a better approximation of a CAD model.
Tessellation offers the benefit of avoiding the plane-surface intersection problem. Slicing
a tessellated model requires calculating the intersection of the triangles with the slicing
plane. The most common format for this data is the Standard Tessellation Language
(STL) file format [25]. Figure 1.8 shows an example of tessellation.

Figure 1.8
A representation of tessellation in an STL file.
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Tessellation comes with its own set of challenges. There is a proportional
relationship between the amount of data needed to represent a tessellation and the
precision of the approximation. High precision can lead to large file sizes when
compared to the original CAD model [43]. Depending on how precise the approximation
is, tessellation can also introduce inaccuracies. If the approximation is not refined
enough, features of the design could potentially be lost [25]. Tessellation is not a trivial
process and algorithms can struggle to create complex and accurate meshes
depending on the original geometry. Poor tessellations can inadvertently introduce
errors such as gaps, overlapped triangles, or unwanted triangles. Repair applications
exist to deal with some of these problems [44].
Direct slicing of the CAD model can entirely avoid the issues introduced by
tessellating the model but needs to account for the special cases in freeform geometries
[43]. This dissertation proposes a method of slicing using a collection of points that are
generated directly from the CAD model, commonly called a point cloud. Point clouds
can avoid some of the difficulties of tessellation. The points generated for the cloud are
from the surfaces on the model. The point cloud can give a closer representation of the
CAD model this way. This method offers the computational simplicity of tessellation
slicing with the maintained accuracy of direct slicing.

Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is as follows: chapters two and three give an
overview of the field of 3D printing hardware and software. These chapters detail
various processes, the software required to drive them, and the state of the art. Chapter
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four discusses object representation as it relates to the work and the challenges in
modeling with NURBS and the tessellation process. Chapter five reviews the
conventional methods of slicing objects with direct methods and with tessellation.
Chapter six presents a novel algorithm for slicing objects using point clouds, and
chapter seven discusses the results of that algorithm. Finally, chapter eight concludes
the dissertation and explores future research avenues for the point cloud slicing
approach.

Terminology in this Document
“3D Printing” was originally the name of a technology developed by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and licensed by the Z Corporation (and others).
The process used powder materials and binding agents to produce layers. Over the
years, “3D printing” became a generic term applied to additive manufacturing
technologies across many companies and institutions. Figure 1.9 shows the Google
Books Ngram Viewer graph for the terms 3D printing and additive manufacturing. The
graph shows the growth of the two terms in books published between 1980 and 2008. In
the research literature, the terms “Additive Manufacturing”, “3D printing”, and “Rapid
Prototyping” appear almost interchangeably. These various designations can sometimes
be confusing and misleading. In this document, “3D printing” refers to the action that a
“3D printer” performs. “Additive Manufacturing” refers to the style of manufacturing that
a “3D printer” typically employs to build an object.
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Figure 1.9
Google Books Ngram Viewer for 3D printing and additive manufacturing
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CHAPTER TWO:
3D PRINTING HARDWARE

Most 3D printing processes follow the same basic steps. The first step is to
create a CAD model of the design concept. Then the CAD model needs to be converted
to a format that pre-processing software can read and manipulate. Typically this is STL,
but preprocessing is performed with other file formats as well [45, 46]. After the
preprocessing software generates the appropriate path planning, slices, support
structures, and any other applicable information, the 3D printing machine must be set
up for the build. Construction of the part can commence after setup is complete. The
build phase typically employs a layer by layer approach to deposit and accumulate
material [47]. Some other approaches explored in the literature are pre-made voxels
[48] or layer-less CNC accumulation [49]. After part build completion, the machine may
require cleanup of the build platform and mechanisms. A post-processing stage may be
necessary depending on the 3D printing process used and the properties of the product.
Post-processing can include removal of the support structure, additional finishing, or
sanding [7]. The particular variables of a building process may considerably affect
model pre- and post-processing, and in some cases, concept design.
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Processes
Throughout the tenure of 3D printing, many processes have existed. Each
approach needs to account for process-specific parameters that can affect qualities of
the final product. Some of these parameters include the method of handling material,
tool shape/speed, mechanical control accuracy, and material uniformity, among others
[2]. The ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) has classified 3D printing
processes into seven categories based on shared characteristics. These categories are
vat photopolymerization, powder bed fusion, binder jetting, material jetting, sheet
lamination, material extrusion, and directed energy deposition [50].
Each section provides an overview of the standard features of a style of 3D
printing. The aim is to generalize the processes as categories rather than create an
exhaustive list of each machine on the market.

Vat Photopolymerization
Vat photopolymerization (illustrated in Figure 2.1) is one of the earliest processes
to be commercialized [47]. An example of a vat photopolymerization method is
Stereolithography. Stereolithography has had years of studies conducted on the
properties of the process and products [9]. Processes that employ this approach are
reliant on a liquid photopolymer resin as the building material. A laser or ultraviolet light
interacts with the resin to cure and solidify an area. The light source scans the surface
of the liquid in the vat to build each layer of the model. After completing a layer, the build
platform that carries the part moves one layer thickness down to make room for the next
layer [21]. Systems (like digital light processing) can increase build speeds by using an
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ultraviolet projector to cure an entire layer at once instead of scanning. The tradeoff is
surface finish because the layer’s representation is pixels in the projection rather than a
continuous line. After completing the build, the part may require draining of any uncured
resin remaining or post-curing to assure part strength [25].

Figure 2.1
Illustration of vat photopolymerization.

After each layer, the system needs to recoat the top of the part with the material.
Older systems would completely dip the model back in the vat to recoat material. This
deep dip method could leave inconsistent amounts of materials and could trap material
in open parts of the model [5]. Another recoating method is to use sweeping blades to
move along the layer recoating more uniformly. The blade method is faster and traps
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less material than the deep dip style. Machines outfitted with sweeping blades are more
common nowadays than deep dip machines. [51]. Another approach used to recoat as
well as reduce trapped material is to invert the process by raising a build platform and
having a laser or ultraviolet light point from the bottom. Inverted designs still use blades
to recoat, but require less build space volume [52]
One limiting factor for a vat photopolymerization process is the materials
available. The mechanism of action requires a resin that can react and undergo
photopolymerization. Materials can be expensive, sometimes toxic, and require
shielding from light to avoid prematurely polymerizing [5]. Most processes can only
create homogeneous parts, but research into suspending ceramics and metals has
been conducted to create composites in stereolithography [21, 53].
Some processes that use vat photopolymerization are stereolithography (SLA or
SL), digital light processing (DLP), scan, spin, and selectively photocure (3SP),
continuous liquid interface production (CLIP), and beam interference solidification (BIS).
Figure 2.2 shows an example of a part printed with vat photopolymerization.

Material Extrusion
Perhaps the most well-known style of 3D printing is material extrusion (illustrated
in Figure 2.3). Fused deposition modeling (sometimes called fused filament fabrication)
is the most popular process in this category because of its low cost, flexible systems,
and varied materials [17]. These systems operate by extruding materials through a
nozzle or jet (typically called the print head) onto the build platform. The deposited
material is used to construct the layers of the model. Using more than one print head for
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extrusion can increase the speed of printing or utilize multiple materials [21, 54]. After
finishing a layer, either the build platform is moved down, or the print head moves up.
The machine deposits the next layer atop the previous one. Before extrusion, the print
head manipulates the material. Molten materials are brought to a temperature slightly
above the melting point to allow deposited areas to cool down and solidify while still
combining with the previous layer [5, 21]. In the case of paste-like materials (like the
ones used in a process called robocasting), rheology instead of thermal resolidification
creates each layer [55].

Figure 2.2
3DBenchy printed with by a vat photopolymerization process.
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Figure 2.3
Illustration of material extrusion.

The simplicity of material extrusion approaches allows for smaller form factors
and inexpensive machines. Also environmentally safe, recyclable, and non-toxic
materials are available for use making material extrusion systems a prime candidate for
desktop printing [5]. However, the surface finish of parts is typically not as smooth as
those created by other methods. Both the printhead radius and the material qualities
limit the layer thickness and final quality of the part. Care must also be taken to set the
correct speed for material extrusion. If the print head moves too slow or too fast it can
result in inconsistency in material deposits [44, 56].
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Methods that use material extrusion to create models include fused deposition
modeling (FDM), ballistic particle manufacturing (BPM), robocasting, and freeze-form
extrusion fabrication (FEF). Figure 2.4 shows an example of a material extrusion
machine.

Figure 2.4
The Fab@Home Model 1 material extrusion printer.

Powder Bed Fusion
Powder bed fusion techniques (illustrated in Figure 2.5) consist of using a
powdered material and a heat source to partially or fully melt a material to bond a model
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together. The heat source used is typically a high-powered laser or an electron beam.
The process starts with a powder roller or a spreading arm distributing a blanket of
powdered material on the entire build platform. The heat source scans over the
material, fusing the current layer together. Machines may preheat the powder to
decrease the amount of time the heat source needs for fusion. After a whole layer is
fused, the build platform descends one layer thickness. Another blanket of powder
covers the top of the part and build platform, and the heat source creates the next layer
[17, 57]. After completing the build phase, the new part may require post-processing.
Since powdered materials cover the entire build platform throughout the print, the user
must clean the part to remove unused material. Other post-processing methods used
are machining, furnace treatment, or chemical sealing [5].

Figure 2.5
Illustration of powder bed fusion.
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There are a broad array of materials that are available for powder bed fusion
machines. Plastics, metals, ceramics, and sand are some of the materials that can be
powdered and used in powder bed fusion [21, 57]. Since materials are in a powder
form, this also makes the manufacturing of composites possible. By mixing various
powders, a chemical reaction can create composites with the applied heat source or
post-processing by a secondary heat treatment. Calculated placement of materials can
also create heterogeneous parts or functionally graded materials [54].
Powder bed fusion processes do not require support structures since the
powdered material covers the entire build area and the built part. The excess material
acts as supports for the printed part [21]. However, material becoming trapped is a
potential problem because of this unused powder surrounding the part. Designers need
to be cautious of trapped materials. Hollow and enclosed features may not print properly
with powder bed fusion machines [58].
The energy interaction of the heat source and the size of the particles are two
factors that determine the quality of final products. Accurately calibrated lasers and
electron beams are needed to melt or sinter materials properly. Failure to use proper
parameters, such as scan speed, temperature, and scan pattern, can result in
weakness or deformations [21, 56]. Oxidation may also be a critical concern when
working with melting processes. Electron beam melting systems use a vacuum, and
selective laser melting systems use an inert gas to avoid oxidation [44, 21]. Powder
dimensions can also cause quality issues. Various powder sizes can result in different
distribution densities on the build platform, different absorption properties, or porosities
[44, 57].
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Some processes that use the powder bed fusion approach are selective laser
sintering (SLS), selective laser melting (SLM), and electron beam melting (EBM). Figure
2.6 shows an example of a part printed with powder bed fusion.

Figure 2.6
A spring toy printed by a powder bed fusion process.

Sheet Lamination
With sheet lamination processes (illustrated in Figure 2.7), the material used to
print is in a sheet form. Sheet lamination machines begin by placing a sheet of material
on the build platform. The material can come from a single or roll of sheets. A laser or
knife tool cuts the outline of the layer into the sheet. After cutting the first layer, a new
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sheet is rolled or placed onto the previous sheet, and the build platform moves down.
Chemicals, adhesives, ultrasonic welding, or brazing is used to bond the two layers
together. The cutting tool then traces the next layer. The bonding and cutting are
continued layer by layer until printing is complete [17, 57]. Post-processing is required to
remove the excess material that is outside of the outlines of each layer. Some preprocessing can be done to cross hatch this exterior waste, making it easier to remove
[5]. For softer materials, this can be done by hand or with a hand tool. For tougher
materials like metals, removal can be done by machining [57].

Figure 2.7
Illustration of sheet lamination.
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There are a variety of materials available for sheet lamination. Papers, metals,
plastics, and ceramics can build parts as long as they are available in a foil form and
can be bonded by a lamination style. Because the placement of each layer occurs
before cutting and laminating, multi-material printing is also possible [5, 17]. The
potential for fiber reinforced prints is also available because of foil materials [59].
Like powder based fusion processes, sheet lamination does not need support
structures because of the excess material around the part. Sheet lamination can also
create each layer quickly relative to the other processes styles because the machine
only needs to cut the outline of each layer [5, 21]. Outline cutting of the layers instead of
creating it by accumulation also leads to less internal tension [17].
However, sheet lamination processes come with drawbacks. Compared to other
3D printing processes, sheet lamination generates much more waste. The material
removed from the exterior of the layers typically cannot be recycled. This exterior
material also can be trapped during printing and requires an opening to remove [44].
The wastefulness of these processes has made them less popular amongst 3D printing
manufacturers [60].
Processes using sheet lamination include Laminated Object Manufacture (LOM)
and Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing/Ultrasonic consolidation (UAM/UC). Figure 2.8
shows an example of a part printed with sheet lamination.

Binder Jetting
The binder jetting approach to 3D printing (illustrated in Figure 2.9) uses powder
based materials and a chemical bonding agent to perform printing. Binder jetting
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processes start similar to powder bed fusion systems with a roller spreading powdered
material over the entire build platform. Print heads (similar to an inkjet 2D printer) then
spray a binding substance over the material to form the layer. The cross-section of the
model that forms the current layer is the only area sprayed by the binding agent. After
completing the binding agent for a layer, the build platform moves down one layer
thickness. The roller distributes more powder to the build platform, and the print heads
spray the next layer [17, 25]. Once the machine finishes, the part may require a postprocessing regiment to solidify or strengthen fully. Post-processing can add a sizable
amount of time to complete the part. [61].

Figure 2.8
A multi-metal part made by a sheet lamination process.

Binder jetting processes share similarities with powder bed fusion processes.
Binder jetting also does not require support structures, because the excess powder acts
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to support the part [17]. This surplus material also makes binder jetting susceptible to
trapped material during printing and makes hollow enclosures difficult to design [61].
The size of the powder particles can also affect the quality of the final product [57].

Figure 2.9
Illustration of binder jetting.

Materials for binder jetting include any powder material that interacts with a
binding agent to create a layer. Common materials are plastics, metals, ceramics, glass,
and sand [7, 21]. Depending on the materials and binding combination, the creation of
both heterogeneous parts and functionally graded materials is possible with this
approach. If the material can be colored, a color chemical can be added to the binding
agent to create full-color prints [62].
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The quality of the part is dependent on the interaction of the binding agent with
the material and the mechanism that sprays the binder. The multiple printheads
increase the speed of printing when compared to processes like material extrusion and
powder bed fusion [61]. However, the binding agent spray needs to not displace the
powder on the build platform. Sprayed droplet sizes can also cause a voxel effect where
the interaction occurs [5].
3DP (Developed at MIT and licensed as Three-Dimensional Printing) uses binder
jetting methods. Figure 2.10 shows an example of a part printed with binder jetting.

Figure 2.10
A chess piece printed by a binder jetting process.
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Material Jetting
Like binder jetting, material jetting also uses a system of "inkjet 2D printer style"
print heads. In material jetting (illustrated in Figure 2.11), the print heads deposit small
droplets of materials on the build platform. Print heads only deposit material where the
layer and potential support structures should exist, and all other areas of the build
platform remain empty. After depositing a layer, a curing (done by UV light, heating, or
cooling) phase occurs before starting the next layer. The build platform descends, and
the machine gets ready to build the next layer atop the previous one. The layers are
deposited and cured one by one until the machine completes the model [44, 63]. Postprocessing typically includes removing support structures and, depending on the
material, additional curing if needed [63].

Figure 2.11
Illustration of material jetting.
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Most of the material jetting systems available for commercial or industrial
applications use either waxy polymers or photopolymers [17, 57]. There are a wide
variety of polymers available to material jetting, but the speed of the print heads and
frequency of deposit affect the quality of the part based on the material used [57].
Machines can be enabled to use multiple materials for heterogeneous parts, functionally
graded materials, and full-color parts [21]. Even though these machines most commonly
used polymers, research has been conducted into using metals and ceramics with
material jetting approaches [64, 65].
The most important mechanism of a material jetting machine is the droplet jetting
system. This jetting system allows for high accuracy and speed in the layer domain. Two
popular technologies used are drop-on-demand and continuous stream. 2D printing has
employed both of these techniques [57, 63]. In continuous stream, a pump applies
pressure to the material forcing it to evacuate the print head. A continuous stream can
achieve high throughput and velocity, but this causes wasted material that needs to be
caught and returned to the material store [63]. Drop-on-demand uses a thermal or
piezoelectric method to create pressure and spray material from the print head. Using
drop-on-demand can create individual and smaller drops with the applied pressure [17,
63].
Printers that use material jetting include the Polyjet series, Multi-Jet Modeling
(MJM), and Projet Series. Figure 2.12 shows an example of a part printed with material
jetting.
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Figure 2.12
A prosthetic socket printed by a material jetting processes.

Directed Energy Deposition
The directed energy deposition approaches (illustrated in Figure 2.13) deposit
material by focusing energy from a laser, electron beam, or plasma arc to melt the
material before placement. The material is usually in the form of a wire or powder before
being interacted with by the energy source. Directed Energy Deposition differs from
powder bed fusion processes because a nozzle directly deposits the molten material.
The nozzle and material are the focus of the energy source rather than the build
platform. In some processes, the nozzle is on a 4 or 5 axis robotic arm to allow for more
than just a parallel build direction [66, 67]. The material is deposited layer by layer as
the nozzle arm moves up to build the part. Post-processing can involve the removal of
support structures, surface finishing, and heat treatments [57].
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Figure 2.13
Illustration of directed energy deposition.

Directed energy deposition processes offer some unique benefits that are not
available to other styles of 3D printing. The range of motion with the nozzle and direct
deposition of melted materials, directed energy deposition can repair or create
additional features on existing parts [57]. The nozzle and energy source also allows for
control over the composition of the material. Processes can create various
microstructures by merely changing the parameters of the building components [66].
The nozzles ability to change materials also enables functionally graded materials and
heterogeneous objects to be built [54, 68].
Metals are the most common material used with directed energy deposition
processes. Some systems can use plastics and ceramics as well, but this is less
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common because they are harder to process [57]. Materials come in either a powder or
wire form. In powder form, printing is more accurate but less efficient. The melting pool
of the nozzle can not catch all excess powder propelled for the deposition. Wire
materials do not have this problem because the nozzle can uniformly feed wire as a
fixed shape. However, this fixed shape reduces the accuracy of wire on complicated
geometries [57, 67].
Laser engineered net shaping (LENS), Direct Metal Deposition (DMD), and
electron-beam freeform fabrication (EBF3) all use directed energy deposition. Figure
2.14 shows an example of a part printed with directed energy deposition.

Figure 2.14
A part built by a directed energy deposition process.

Other Methods
These seven styles of 3D printing offer a way to categorize various processes in
an ever-growing industry. Multiple processes from these approaches can be mixed to
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utilize the benefits from each. Additive manufacturing can also combine with subtractive
manufacturing to increase surface finish, automated support removal, or other postprocessing [69, 70].
Some forms of 3D printing also may not fall into any of these categories, like
digital voxel printing. Three-dimensional voxel printing uses preassembled discrete
pieces that can passively align themselves with their neighbors during building. These
discrete pieces allow for smart materials or even functional components to be built-in
[48]. Printing using these voxels falls into the realm of additive manufacturing but does
not match any of the above classes.

Current Trends and Research
Since the 1980s, many significant advances have been made using additive
methods for manufacturing. The current research focuses on improving 3D printing via
accuracy, quality, and capacity. As these attributes improve, new applications for 3D
printing become available and can also be optimized.

Accuracy and Quality Control
Accuracy is one of the most important qualities of any manufacturing process. 3D
printing hardware typically does not come equipped with an error correction or quality
control system on board. For processes that use heat or radiation to conduct a chemical
change of the materials, researchers have investigated the use of pyrometers [71, 72]
and thermocouples [73]. Both sensors measure the temperature field of the materials
during the build process. Hardware has also employed displacement or proximity
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sensors to monitor the layer height during a build [74]. In the MultiFab system, threedimensional sensors and cameras with computer vision algorithms observe the position
of the deposited material to calibrate the printheads [75]. 3D printers can employ a
combination of quality control techniques to better correct potential errors [76].

Functional Printing
Fully functional printed parts is an advantage 3D printing has over more
traditional manufacturing techniques. 3D printing can print components directly into
parts. As the electronic technology market grows, electronics manufacturing has been a
promising field for 3D printing and has been getting considerable attention. Researchers
have shown that direct printing of active electronics, such as quantum dot light emitting
diodes (QD-LEDs), is possible [77]. Soft electronics have been created using hybrids of
3D printing and traditional electronic manufacturing techniques [78]. A modified 3D
printer created functionally complete solar panels using temperature control and
additive manufacturing [79]. All of these projects are still in research and development
stages, and there are still challenges to address in 3D printing before they can become
diffusive technologies. As researchers and industry solve the limitations of current 3D
printers, more applications for functional printing will become available.

Nontraditional Additive Manufacturing
For some applications, the containment errors caused by slicing a model into
planar cross sections is unacceptable. These cross sections are just an approximation
of the original model and can fall inside or outside the model, as seen in Figure 2.15.
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There are software-based approaches to mitigate this problem, but if the hardware does
not support nontraditional layers or layer-less printing, those solutions are useless [6].
For sheet lamination and material extrusion process, researchers are exploring curved
layers in addition to standard flat layers. In material extrusion, a 5-axis extruder can
deposit material on separate planes for a layer instead of the 3-axis planar approach
traditionally used [80]. In sheet lamination, the build platform can be rotated, heated,
and curved to allow for deformed layers to be cut and added [81].

Figure 2.15
The layered manufacturing containment problem.
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Other researchers have discarded layers entirely for a direct accumulation
system using a multi-axis arm. Using a photopolymer and a UV light on a robotic arm,
CNC-A (computer numerically controlled accumulation) creates models similar to
stereolithography, but without layers using calculated three-dimensional tool paths [49].
Another approach for metals is laser-DIW (laser direct ink write). Laser-DIW is similar to
directed energy deposition as it focuses a laser on the material immediately leaving the
nozzle. However, using tool paths like CNC-A, laser-DIW can create layer-less metal
parts [82]. Each of these methods has its limitations, and no method is perfect for every
application.

Larger Scale 3D Printing
3D printing hardware typically has a fixed maximum size for any given model.
Larger 3D printers can be created to build larger parts, but that also leads to an
increase in the cost of the machine [36]. Researchers and industry are leveraging
inventive methods to create larger parts without having to increase the size of the
printer drastically. A promising concept is continuous 3D printing, sometimes referred to
as belted 3D printing [83]. These printers come equipped with a conveyer belt that acts
as the built platform. Continuous 3D printing requires horizontally orienting the z-axis of
the model on the moving conveyer belt and slicing the model at an angle that is not
perpendicular to the conveyer belt [83, 84]. The height of the part can be variable and
significantly extended over conventional 3D printing because of the continuous moving
of the part down the conveyer belt [84].
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For massive prints, such as construction scale projects, the industry has explored
different solutions. Construction sized 3D printers typically have a multi-axis deposition
tool and mimic material extrusion processes. Material extrusion allows the arms to
deposit the material in a large space without having to worry about excess materials.
Since the arm does not require any scaffolding, it can easily transport from site to site
[85, 86]. Researchers are investigating new materials like geopolymers for outdoor
construction projects like bridges and houses [86, 87].

Bioengineering
An exciting application of 3D printing is bioengineering and bioprinting.
Researchers around the world are exploring the possibility of printing tissue and even
full organs. Various process types have been adapted to use biomaterials. Each
material has its applications and requires an accumulation method. These biomaterials
include, but are not limited to, gelatin, collagen, polyethylene glycol, polycaprolactone,
and alginate [88]. Using biomaterials modified 3D printers can manufacture scaffolds for
patient implants. Bioprinting allows the creation of entirely or partially resorptive
implants that are precise to the patient's injury [89]. Tissue engineering also is a
promising avenue for research. Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine is
investigating the feasibility and implementation of bioprinting muscle, cartilage, and
bone [90]. 3D printing combined with biology could usher in an era of customized
medical treatments [91].
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CHAPTER THREE:
3D PRINTING SOFTWARE

Automated manufacturing processes require software to transfer a design
concept to some computer-readable format. Designers today have a robust set of
applications to create and test objects digitally. Design concepts typically start within
CAD/CAE (Computer-aided design/Computer-aided engineering) software packages
and are commonly referred to as the modeling tasks [6]. If the model is ready for
manufacturing, planning algorithms process the model data to create instructions for the
printer. In 3D printing, there are considerations to be made for each style of process, but
the tasks mainly fall into four categories: orientation determination, support generation,
slicing, and deposition path planning [31]. The output of the algorithms used in the four
tasks creates instructions that the 3D printer uses to create the final product. This
chapter explores the concepts of 3D printing software in design, data transfer, and
process planning.

Design Tools
For all manufacturing processes, models require definitions of the external
geometry. Typically, the creation of models includes a CAD software package, but there
are other methods like reverse engineering or medical modeling [92, 93]. The resulting
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three-dimensional representation created by a designer is usually a solid or surface
model. Manufacturing processes demand that design tools are both precise and
accurate. Any design inaccuracies will transfer to the final part [2, 94]. Tolerance needs
to be both tight and variable. Not all 3D printing processes require the same tolerances
or measure them in the same ways. Numerical stability is critical in the algorithms used
to create and manipulate models to prevent geometric errors or anomalies [95]. Design
tools allow for the creation, validation, and transfer of design concepts. Figure 3.1
shows an example of a computer mouse design using CAD software.

Figure 3.1
A CAD model of a computer mouse.
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Computer Aided Design and Engineering
Most three-dimensional CAD systems are a combination of surface and solid
modeling for representing geometries and topology [96]. These systems typically
employ a hybrid of CSG (constructive solid geometry) and B-Rep (Boundary
representation) [7]. Constructive solid geometry describes solids using simple primitives
like spheres, cylinders, and boxes. Primitives are combined using Boolean operators
like union, intersection, and difference to create more complex shapes [96]. Boundary
representation describes solids and geometries by their boundaries using faces, edges,
and vertices. With B-Rep, the system can directly represent surfaces. NURBS is the
standard for CAD systems to represent both solids (typically as closed surfaces) and
surfaces [7, 41]. NURBS can define curves and surface to nearly any tolerances and
can represent complex and freeform shapes without requiring large amounts of storage
[17, 62]. Chapter four discusses NURBS and related concepts in greater detail.
CAD systems can be linked or included with CAE systems. Since 3D printing
systems and CAE systems require solids that are fully enclosed, CAE systems can be
used to optimize the engineering of parts [7]. CAE provides functions to simulate and
validate the engineering of a part and calculate how it performs given certain conditions.
These software packages calculate and test for stress analysis, topological optimization
of design space, flow dynamics, and other properties [97]. CAE systems are an optional
but useful part of the 3D printing process. As the possibilities for fully functional
applications increase for 3D printers, CAE systems can aid in development and design.
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During the design phase, additive manufacturing can also leverage optimization
strategies that are complex or difficult to accomplish with other forms of manufacturing.
Since most CAD systems represent models using the boundaries, methods that use
cellular structures or topological optimization can fill the hollow sections between those
boundaries [98]. These hollow sections are often called the design space. Cellular
structures are periodic geometric structures, such as honeycombs or lattice work, that
decrease the amount of material filling the interior of a part while still retaining the
structural integrity. Depending on the design and requirement of the part, the software
can size these geometric structures smaller or larger [99]. If the design demands
specific performance properties, topological optimization can use numerical methods,
like finite element analysis, to generate a material layout that minimizes material usage
while still maximizing these properties. Topological optimization tools allow knowledge
of the part usage or other factors to contribute to the function of the part [100]. Both
topological optimization and cellular structures are shape optimization tools found in
CAE software or 3D printing design tools.
Three-dimensional solid and surface modeling CAD systems are only a category
of the full field of computer-aided design. Not all CAD systems can design models for
3D printers. More traditional manufacturing has driven the development of most of the
existing CAD systems on the market [101]. The capabilities of the software may limit the
functionality of a printer because of its objects representations. The CAD system may
not have a suitable method of representing attributes such as material composition or
distributions, mechanical properties, or the geometric complexities of thousands of
mesostructures [7, 38]. CAD systems that cannot represent those attributes will not
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allow for parts to have qualities like multiple materials or algorithmically optimized
design space. Relationships between the part structure, material properties, and
process parameters are essential elements of the design process when trying to utilize
3D printing fully with design tools [7, 31].

Alternative Design Methods
CAD systems are not the only avenue for design concept creation. One such
method is reverse engineering. Reverse engineering is a technique of generating data
on the design of an object [102]. Given a real-world object to be reverse engineered, a
device (like a coordinate-measuring machine or laser scanning device) measures
thousands or millions of points on the surfaces of the object [92, 103]. These
measurements are three-dimensional coordinates of position, but can also contain other
information like RGB (red-green-blue) color. This geometric data produces a digital point
cloud representation of the physical object [104]. Figure 3.2 shows an example point
cloud of a person generated using a depth camera. Algorithms can slice and print the
point cloud directly or fit the point cloud with NURBS surfaces or polygonal meshes
[103]. Another source used for design is medical data. Applications such as prosthetics
and implants also need to be highly customized to the patient's needs. Processes like
CT (computed tomography) or MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) can be used to make
models of various interior areas of the body. These models can be printed for
examination, practice, or used to create implants [92].
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Figure 3.2
A point cloud of a person.

Data Transfer and Formats
As with any software application, a standard method of encoding data for
preservation and transfer is required to communicate between programs. Most CAD
software does not execute the process planning algorithms needed to turn a model into
printable instructions [105]. There are many formats to transfer object representations
between design tools and 3D printing process planning software. Typically for 3D
printing, CAD software employs one of two methods, direct model data or tessellation
[6].
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Transferring Direct Model Data
Each CAD system uses either a proprietary file format or an open format to save
and transfer data about the model. The proprietary formats, like DWG from Autodesk or
3DM from Rhinoceros 3D, were created by CAD companies for their software and are of
varying levels of openness [96]. The open formats, like IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification) or STEP (ISO 10303 or STandard for the Exchange of Product model
data), are vendor neutral and were designed to exchange data between all CAD and
graphics applications [106, 107]. Today, most CAD software can read and write most of
the popular proprietary and open formats, though some mistranslations and errors can
occur [106].
In the context of 3D printing, each format needs to represent the geometry of the
design. The formats express data with multiple entities, ranging from the definition of
trivial geometric shapes and lines to the control points, knots, and order of NURBS
curves and surfaces [96, 106]. Depending on the CAD software capabilities, the format
may also define design intent, materials, or mechanical properties. However, without
support for the format in the process planning software, extra features may go unused
or the entire formant may not be compatible [7, 107].

Transferring Polygonal Tessellation
Most 3D printing process planning algorithms are developed to work with
polygonal approximations of models [6]. Many formats dedicated to representing just
polygonal geometries exist. The most common standard in 3D printing is the STL
(Standard Tessellation Language) format, but there are others such as PLY (Polygon
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File Format) and AMF (Additive Manufacturing File Format). Figure 3.3 shows a
common benchmark for 3D printers, distributed as an STL file, and a favorite in the 3D
printing hobby community. These formats represent only the polygonal data (typically as
triangles) from approximations of the original model [108]. CAD software requires a
tessellation function to create the data. After tessellation is complete, the file contains
polygons represented by its points and unit normal [109]. Depending on the format, files
can support color, materials, grouping, or curvature [108]. The challenges of tessellation
and representing models as approximation are explored in-depth in chapter four.

Figure 3.3
An STL model of 3DBenchy the “Jolly 3D Printing Torture Test”.
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Process Planning and Algorithms
Process planning is what transforms a digital model into instructions for a 3D
printer to manufacture the object. The starting point for process planning algorithms is
the model directly from the CAD system (or another source) or a tessellated version of
the model. Four broad categories outline the tasks in process planning for most layered
manufacturing processes: orientation determination, support structure generation,
deposition path planning, and object slicing [6, 31]. Each task has relationships with the
other tasks and affects different properties of the finished part. Not all processes require
each task (for example powder bed fusion does not require support generation, and
sheet lamination does not require interior deposition planning) and there may be
necessary considerations depending on the process employed [17]. In non-layered
manufacturing, planning algorithms developed specifically for the hardware and process
may replace some tasks. This section focuses on process planning for the seven
printing process types defined in chapter two.
Process planning falls into the three-dimensional model domain and the twodimensional layer domain. Orientation determination and support structure generation
are both in the model domain. The input data for the two tasks are the entire model
geometry. The orientation task transforms the model, and the support generation task
creates additional structures for manufacturing. The output of both of these tasks affects
the manufacturing of the geometry of the model as a whole. Path planning only requires
the information of the layers. The input for path planning is each layer's geometry, and
the algorithm determines the filling of the interior. The slicing process is what translates
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the three-dimensional model domain into a collection of two-dimensional layers creating
the layer domain [6].
Before the printing process, the software can calculate inaccuracy in the planning
stage (sometimes called data preparation errors). These inaccuracies are independent
of the errors that can physically happen during the print from hardware malfunction or
material issues. The data preparation errors do not cause any unpredictable error
transfer between the layers but do cause issues like containment and the "staircase
effect" discussed below [2]. Precision and accuracy can be affected by layer thickness,
material deposition thickness, feature positions, as well as many other parameters.
Depending on the parameters selected for each task, some inaccuracy can be mitigated
or magnified. There is not a suitable solution for every geometry and every inaccuracy,
so concessions are sometimes necessary [2, 7].

Orientation Determination
Orientation determination is one of the first tasks addressed when planning for
3D printing. Given a model (directly from CAD or tessellated) and an objective criterion,
an orientation determination algorithm aims to find a rotational transformation of the
model to optimize for the objective [6]. The objective criterion could be one or more
attributes that affect the properties of the finished part. Sometimes optimizing the model
orientation may include calculating or estimating some of the other tasks, such as
support structures required or slice data [110]. Table 3.1 presents a list of potential
criterion and the properties they affect.
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Table 3.1 - Common criteria for orientation determination.
Criterion

Properties

Surface quality

Surface quality can be maximized by reducing the need for
support structures or orienting the part to reduce layers for high
curvature surfaces.

Minimizing height
in build direction

Minimizing the height of the part in the build direction decreases
the number of slices and therefore the build time.

Area of base

The amount of the part touching the build platform can increase
stability but also may reduce the surface quality of the base.

Mechanical
properties

Layered manufacturing creates anisotropy parts. Orientation can
optimize the mechanical function of a part based on that fact.

Reduction of
support

The removal of support structures can affect the quality of the
surfaces it contacts. Reducing support structures improves
surfaces quality and decreases waste.

Trapped material

For processes that can trap material during printing, some
orientations may mitigate or prevent material from becoming
trapped.

Various approaches have been employed to find the optimal orientation for 3D
printing. Considering there are an uncountable number of orientation possibilities for a
geometric model, identifying candidate orientations is an essential first step [111].
Orientation selection can be done manually but is typically made using an automated
process. Given the objective function, an algorithm attempts to minimize or maximize
the objective or objectives. The objective function can be the aggregation of multiple
objectives and weighted at the user's discretion. At each possible orientation, the
algorithm calculates the objective function and compares the result to other orientations
[6, 47].
There are many ways to accomplish optimal orientation identification. One
method is to calculate the objective function with user selected axes and interval of
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rotation and report back one or multiple orientations that fall within a threshold [112].
Depending on the objective function, orientation selection can be bound to particular
thresholds. For example, the lower sum of downward facing surfaces can define a good
starting point when searching to minimize support structures [111]. Other optimization
techniques iterate through the faces on tessellated models and assess the objective
function for each face [113]. Some methods aim to reduce the number of calculations
and will run the objective function on a mesh approximation of the model with a
relatively low number of polygons, therefore increasing the speed required to check
possible orientations. After identifying a candidate orientation, the algorithm evaluates
the original model [114]. Alternatively, expert systems can find possible orientations
using rule-based tools. Frank and Fadel proposed an expert system that would make
orientation selection decisions based on predefined rules for various parameters. If an
optimal orientation were unavailable, the system would suggest alternative orientations
[115]. In most of the methods, the user needs to define criteria for each part, at the least
selecting an objective. To decrease the search space for orientations, the user can
define fundamental features or surfaces of the part to optimize. The orientation
algorithm can localize the objective function to those features, ruling out orientations
that are not focused on those areas [116]. Figure 3.4 demonstrates multiple potential
orientations for 3DBenchy with support material, and Table 3.2 lists the amount of
material (in milliliters for SLA), number of layers, and estimated time to print for each of
the orientations. The “optimal” orientation attempts to optimize the build time and the
amount of material used.
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The objective function is the core of most orientation selection algorithms.
Depending on the optimized property or properties, different calculations are required.
For example, researchers have used the number of layers uniformly sliced to compare
build times between orientations and a smaller build height results in fewer layers [112,
117]. The objective function aims to minimize the build time by minimizing part height
[112, 114].
When evaluating the support structure required, objective functions can strive to
minimize the total volume of support structures, the amount of contact the support
structures have with the part, or both [6]. Orientation selection algorithms examine
support structure requirements by identifying surfaces that have negative normals
(surfaces that face downwards toward the build platform) and calculating the total area
of those surfaces [111, 114]. The angle a system can manufacture a surface without
support or the volume of support may be process or material dependent [114].

Table 3.2 - 3DBenchy orientations statistics. Generated with PreForm software.
Orientation

Material Volume

Layers (0.1 mm)

Estimated Print Time

Bottom

20.4 mL

550

3 hours 48 minutes

Stern

21.55 mL

670

4 hours 11 minutes

Side

22.05 mL

380

3 hours 24 minutes

Optimial

21.56 mL

559

3 hours 52 minutes

Top

24.86 mL

550

4 hours 8 minutes
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Figure 3.4
3DBenchy in various orientations with generated
supports. Generated with PreForm software.

Objective functions that optimize surface quality and minimize surface
inaccuracies measure the effect that slicing has on the model. Layered manufacturing
creates a "staircase effect" by approximating a three-dimensional model with multiple
two-dimensional cross-sections [43]. By orienting low curvature surfaces parallel to the
build direction, those surfaces minimize the staircase effect. The difference in volume
between the sliced model and the original model can be used to tell how much slicing
affects the surface quality in print [110, 117]. Methods of calculating this are discussed
below in the section on slicing. Depending on the geometry, it may not be acceptable to
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optimize the global surface quality of the part, and the user may desire only to optimize
specific surfaces critical to the design [110].
Mechanical qualities may also be affected by the orientation of the model and
can be optimized by preferred orientations. Layered manufacturing tends to create parts
with anisotropy (different properties when measured in different directions) because the
tensile strength within layers is slightly higher than the strength between each layer [7].
This anisotropy may create undesirable qualities of parts in some orientations. Metrics,
such as Tsai–Wu failure criterion, have been used as the objective function to measure
strength [114]. Other approaches simply identified critical features of the part and aimed
to orient them perpendicular to the build direction [117].
Since the objective function aims to minimize or maximize several factors,
research has attempted to create genetic algorithms that can intelligently iterate the
search space of orientations. In the context of orientation determination, a genetic
algorithm starts with a collection of candidate orientations (called the population) that
are randomly generated or selected based on naive estimations [118, 119]. The
representation of each candidate orientation is a three-dimensional transformation
matrix (called a chromosome), in a codified form like binary or concatenated decimals
[118, 120]. The algorithm evaluates the objective function for each chromosome and
selects a random or pseudorandom set of the population's best candidate orientation's
chromosomes for crossover and mutation. Crossover randomly switches portions of the
chromosome and mutation randomly changes a part of the chromosome. The worst
candidate orientations from the population are thrown out, and new random
chromosomes take their place [118]. This process runs either a user-defined number of
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times or until meeting a certain threshold. The genetic algorithm approach can help
optimize objective functions without iterating through multiple unproductive candidate
orientations [121].

Support Generation
Depending on the orientation of a part, overhanging features may require extra
printed structures to hold the part upright and stable. These additional structures are
known as support structures. Printers using binder jetting, sheet lamination, and powder
bed fusion do not need support structures because the excess material supports the
part during printing. For those methods, process planning software disregards this task
[7]. For the other printing styles, the amount of support structure generated is
dependent on the number of overhanging features [31, 122]. Support generation
algorithms are given a model (directly from CAD, tessellated, or layered) and aim to find
the minimum amount of support structure required to stabilize the part during printing
[6]. Internal and external support structures are both considered. Depending on the
surfaces of the part, the algorithm can also determine that no support structure is
required [17]. After printing is complete, the support structure is removed and discarded
as wasted material.
Support structures can reduce surface quality, create waste material, and
increase post-processing time [6]. Because the orientation determination task can
profoundly influence the amount of support structure contact and volume, these two
steps are often interrelated [111, 114]. Both tasks fall into the three-dimensional model
domain and examine a model in its entirety. The amount of support structure required is
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dependent on the material, printing process, and the geometry of the model [123, 124].
For some processes, like fused deposition modeling (material extrusion), the external
support structures are generated by examining the overhang of the layers in the sliced
model. Because an algorithm still considers the entire layered model simultaneously,
this still is considered to fall within the three-dimensional domain [124]. The support
calculations also need to consider both overhanging features as well as the overall part
stability. Even when overhanging features do not require any support structure, an
unchecked center of gravity may throw the part off balance, ruining the entire print [31].
For any given orientation, a support structure algorithm identifies where supports
for a model are needed. The general approach for any model is to iterate through each
surface or face and check the normals. A downward facing normal identifies a potential
need for support, and the angle identifies the steepness of the slope [125, 126]. With
tessellated models, each polygon has three different varieties of overhang: point, face,
and edge. An algorithm measures both edges and faces by the angular difference
between the build platform plane and the edge or face. For points, overhanging features
have points lower (in the build direction) than the neighborhood's other points [126,
127]. When looking directly at CAD models, a generated Gauss map for each surface
can show regions that demand support [31, 128]. For layered models, the algorithm
identifies overhang by calculating area difference between each layer. If the overhang
surpasses a certain threshold (predefined for the process or material), supports are
required [124]. The center of gravity is also a consideration for part stability. If the center
of gravity falls beyond a certain threshold of the model boundaries, support generation
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marks additional surfaces to move the center of gravity [17]. Each method identifies
both the internal and external support requirements of the model.
After investigating which areas of the model require support, the algorithms
generate support structures to hold up the model. Supports can be as simple as
columns or truss structures at anchor points identified in the previous step. These
supports are computationally simple to generate. Simple supports may not generate the
optimal minimization of volume or surface contact with the support structures [129, 130].
Geometric reduction methods can decrease both of those qualities. Tree structures
generated from cones of required support areas can offer similar support strength with
much less volume and contact [126]. Other methods use finite element analysis or
periodic cellular structures to create a better strength to volume ratio of the support
structure [17, 131]. For internal support, thickening the walls of the part in the design
space can reduce the need for support by decreasing the steepness of sloping surfaces
[132]. Topological optimization at the design phase can also reduce the need for internal
support structures by thickening walls and by optimizing the design spaces of the model
[99, 128].

Object Slicing
Slicing is the process of transforming a three-dimensional model into twodimensional cross sections, called layers, and is required by all layered manufacturing
processes. Slicing algorithms can operate on both direct CAD models and tessellated
approximations of the CAD models [6, 43]. In the literature, "direct slicing" is the
common term for slicing a CAD model [43]. The primary parameter for slicing algorithms
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is layer thickness. Figure 3.5 shows a printed model using two different layer thickness
values. Slicing with uniform layer thickness divides the model into layers of equal height.
Adaptive (or non-uniform) slicing uses various techniques to create layers of different
sizes [6]. Since the layers approximate the given model, adaptive slicing algorithms aim
to decrease the slice thickness for high curvature surfaces, while increasing the
thickness of low curvature surfaces to speed up printing [133]. However, without proper
hardware support of non-uniform thickness, adaptive slicing algorithms offer little to no
advantages [43]. Chapters five and six discuss slicing in greater detail.

Figure 3.5
Two models sliced at different layer thickness values.

The input for a slicing algorithm is a model, with an orientation determined and
any required support structures, any design space optimizations, and a layer thickness
or layer thickness range. From a general perspective, an algorithm intersects a
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horizontal plane with the model. The contours of the intersections are the boundaries of
the layer. The output is multiple successive two-dimensional layers of the model [17].
Figure 3.6 shows 3DBenchy’s original STL representation and the bottom 50% of layers
after being sliced.

Figure 3.6
3DBenchy before and after slicing. Showing bottom 50% of layers.

Tessellated models have been the standard input for slicing algorithms for many
years. Most of the literature refers specifically to the STL file format when investigating
tessellated slicing algorithms [6, 43, 134]. Tessellation simplifies the slicing process by
calculating if a slicing plane intersects the set of polygons (typically triangles) [135, 136].
In contrast, directly slicing CAD models includes complex calculations or more
preprocessing steps [137, 138]. For STL files, each facet is represented by its vertices.
After extracting all facet information, some additional preprocessing may sort the facets
into a meaningful data structure for faster access [139, 135]. For uniform slicing
thickness, starting from the bottom of the model, a slicing plane finds all the facets and
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generates a contour line where there are intersections. After each layer, the slicing
plane moves up by one layer thickness until it finishes slicing the model [43, 140].
For each intersection, various circumstances can occur. The following example
addresses triangles, specifically. If all the vertices of a triangle are above or below the
slicing plane, there is no intersection with that triangle. If a point or two points are on the
slicing plane, then a point or an edge is intersected, respectively. Edges contribute
directly to the intersection line, while point intersections will appear with the edges of
other triangles. If the slicing plane intersects all the points of the triangle, then the
triangle is coplanar with the slicing plane. Finally, if the triangle's points are both above
and below the slicing plane (one above, two below or two above, one below) then there
is an intersection, and the algorithm calculates the line where the slicing plane interacts
with the triangle. After checking all of the triangles in the model (or the local triangles to
the slicing plane), the algorithm sorts the intersection lines and creates a contour of the
intersection [17]. Researchers have made enhancements to this approach to increase
the speed and reduce the number of unnecessary calculations [134, 135].
Preprocessing can sort the triangles into bins that interact with the slicing planes
by their vertices’ distances from each layer. Also, a preprocess can calculate the
distance from a reference plane and each vertex because the plane normal is the same
throughout slicing. Simple preprocessing tasks completed before slicing can increase
the overall speed of the slicing task [135].
Tessellated models also come with problems (discussed in detail in chapter four).
The higher quality the approximation, the more polygons required to represent the
original model. More polygons can result in a calculation explosion depending on the
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resolution of tessellation. These challenges make direct slicing the CAD model an
attractive prospect [141]. Researchers have approached direct slicing intersections in
many different ways. When compared to the tessellated model, calculating direct
intersection points and contours with solid and surface models are mathematically
complicated. For NURBS representations, exact intersections for freeform surfaces may
be difficult or impossible to find. When intersecting parametric surfaces in three
dimensions (for example, a slicing plane and the surfaces of a NURBS-based model),
algorithms can only calculate exact solutions for a subset of specific cases [142]. This
obstacle is known as the surface-to-surface (or in this case the surface-plane)
intersection problem. For general intersections of NURBS surfaces, algorithms need to
find approximations for intersection contours because analytical solutions are not
computationally practical [143, 144]. Some methods use the subdivision of the surfaces
for aiding in the finding of intersection points via bounding boxes [143, 145]. Derivatives
of the NURBS surfaces can also be used to find intersection points, but are
computationally expensive to calculate [146]. Another method uses ray tracing and
bisection iteration routines for intersection calculation [143, 147]. All of these methods
are more computationally complicated than trivial polygon intersection algorithms [43].
The layered model created by the slicing process is what creates the staircase
effect seen in 3D printed parts. This staircase effect characterizes the layered
approximation of the original model. The difference in volume between the layered
model and the original model also causes a containment problem. The containment
problem is when the rectangular slices fall inside or outside of the boundaries of the
original model [2]. Figure 3.7 shows both the staircase effect and the containment
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problem. The staircase effect is evident throughout the entire approximation. The
bottom of the left figure and top of the right figure show the exterior containment
problem (layers fall outside the model). The top of the left figure and bottom of the right
figure shows the interior containment problem (layers do not approximate the entire
model). In an attempt to minimize the staircase effect and containment problem created
by slicing, adaptive slicing algorithms vary the layer thickness in areas of high and low
curvature [43]. Areas of high curvature require more slices for the approximation to
approach the original geometry. Printers can also achieve a build speed gain by
creating larger slices in areas of low curvature [6, 43].

Figure 3.7
Examples of the different containment problems and the staircase effect.

There are many metrics for measuring containment to increase or decrease the
slice thickness. One metric is cusp height, which an algorithm calculates as the
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difference between the corner created by two successive layers and the original model
[139]. For surface roughness, a Ra (roughness average) value can predict the
roughness created by the layering of the model [133]. Algorithms minimize both these
metrics by decreasing the layer thickness on areas with high curvature [43]. Additionally,
direct slicing has employed zero- and first-order approximations around the layer
contour to calculate layer height using normals [138, 148]. Layers can also be sliced
into large slabs and using these metrics; an algorithm divides each slab into thinner
layers, potentially multiple times [149]. For all of these methods, a user-defined
threshold is a termination point for an algorithm [43].

Deposition Path Planning
Deposition path planning algorithms are done entirely in the layer domain. The
input to path planning algorithms is a layer of the model, the height of that layer, and
any process-specific parameters. The algorithm aims to determine the proper path to
deposit material based on the process [6]. The deposition path and strategy depends
heavily on the material and process building the part [6, 31]. Path planning consists of
both interior and exterior paths. Interior path planning refers to the inner area of the
layer. Figure 3.8 shows a model printed without exterior walls to show how interior path
planning fills in the design space. Exterior path planning refers to the outer surfaces of
the part, sometimes referred to as the walls or boundaries. Exterior paths can directly
affect the final surface quality. Approaches to path planning aim to optimize stiffness,
strength, and overall quality of parts [150].
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Figure 3.8
3DBenchy printed without exterior walls to show interior paths.

Path planning for 3D printing is heavily process and material specific. For
example, processes that employ sheet lamination, the tool path only interacts with the
exterior of the layers. The calculated tool path traces the contour of the sliced layer [9].
However, for other processes, the external border needs to be created as well as filling
the entire layer. For printing processes that only extrude or cure material by moving a
single printhead or heat source, the algorithms need to create contours for the interior of
each layer [7]. A method of contour creation is to rasterize the layer and generate the
path by filling in each dots in the raster. Machines have specific tolerances that the X
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and Y servos can move the tool. The algorithm can guarantee that the tool will hit all the
dots generated by using a resolution that is slightly below the tool tolerance [151]. Other
methods have adapted ray tracing algorithms to create paths in a way similar to
rasterization [129, 135]. Processes that use one- or two-dimensional tool paths (like an
ink-jet style print arm or a DLP projector) also can utilize these methods efficiently.
The interaction of the machine tool and the material also needs to be calculated
when creating tool paths. Algorithms need to consider the width of materials paths and
the distance between those paths [152]. If the paths run too close to each other, they
can overlap creating errors that will propagate between layers. If the paths run too far
from each other, the part will have reduced intra-layer strength and gaps may be
noticeable. Thicker paths can create better bonding between multiple paths, but can
also reduce the surface quality of the exterior. Algorithms need to find a balance
between the material and process combination [152, 153]. Depending on the support
generated, the thickness of exterior walls and the interior filling may be of different
thicknesses. Path planning algorithms take this into account when generating paths
after determining the path width [128]. Physical and mechanical properties of the
materials have been used to create mathematical models based on variables like
speed, bonding temperatures, deposition direction, deposition width, and distortion. Part
properties like strength, stiffness, and warpage can be predicted using these models
[154, 155, 156]. Path planning algorithms use these parameters when deciding
deposition speeds and directions [6].
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CHAPTER FOUR:
OBJECT REPRESENTATION

The standard for object representation in CAD/CAE systems is NURBS. NURBS
have an efficient and robust set of algorithms for creation and manipulation of curves
and surfaces but also provides methods for intuitive user interaction [157]. However, for
3D printing, NURBS have limitations. Tessellating surfaces before printing has been a
conventional procedure before pre-processing a model. Since tessellating creates an
approximation of the original model, it can introduce anomalies and inaccuracies. This
chapter discusses the basics of object representation with both NURBS modeling and
tessellation, as well as the limitations of each method.

Representing Curves and Surfaces
There are three ways to represent curves and surfaces: explicitly, implicitly, or
parametrically. Explicit functions are of the form y = f(x) for curves and z = f(x, y) for
surfaces. Implicit functions associate the variables and are of the form f(x, y) = 0 for
curves and f(x, y, z) = 0 for surfaces. Parametric functions use an independent variable
or variables (called the parameters) and a group of functions to represent the
coordinates. Parametric functions are of the form x = f(u), y = g(u) for curves and x = f(u,
v), y = g(u, v), z = h(u, v) for surfaces, where u and v are parameters. Additionally,
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vectors can represent parametric functions, (x, y) = (f(u), g(u)) for curves and (x, y, z) =
(f(u, v), g(u, v), h(u, v)) for surfaces.

Explicit and Implicit Functions
CAD systems rarely use explicit functions for representations because they
require additional information to represent multiple-valued functions (one value in the
domain maps to two or more distinct values in the range) and constraints with infinite
derivatives restrict the use of the representation. CAD and modeling applications have
used implicit functions to represent curves and surfaces, but have limitations that
become apparent when used as a representation [158]. For example, computing a point
on a curve or surface requires first to find a location on the object and then use that
location to find more points on the object [159]. This difficulty also complicates
visualization of curves and surfaces. Both explicit and implicit functions are axis
dependent and cannot transform easily from two to three dimensions. There are
practical uses for both of these representations, but this chapter focuses on parametric
equations in the context of NURBS.

Parametric Functions
There are various advantages to using parametric functions in CAD and
modeling. Because of the independent parameter, bounding and traversal are simple
tasks. To bound a curve or surface, the parameter range can be bound to evaluate the
function on a specific interval. For traversal, the parameter range defines a natural
direction to travel along the object. The parameter range and direction makes
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generating consecutive points along a curve or a grid of points on a surface (for
visualization, for example) a trivial task [41]. The separation of equations also allows for
a simple extension from two to three dimensions. An example of a parametric curve is a
three-dimensions circle, given by:
!
P(t)
= O + Xcos(t) + Ysin(t)
where O, X, and Y describe the local frame in three-dimensions. Figure 4.1 shows both
a parametric circle in both two- and three-dimensions. One parameter represents
curves in two and three dimensions, typically expressed by a t or a u.
Parametric surfaces require three functions and two parameters, typically
expressed by u and v. An example of a parametric surface is the unit sphere (shown in
Figure 4.2), given by:
!
x(u
, v) = cos(u )sin(v); y(u , v) = sin(u )sin(v); z(u , v) = cos(v);
! , v : 0 ≤ u , v < 2π}
{u
Design tools can use parametric curves and surfaces to represent both primitive
shapes and freeform surfaces. However, some tasks are more complicated with
parametric equations compared to implicit and explicit representations. Finding whether
or not a point is on a surface or curve is complicated because a parameter is required to
find a specific location. This parameterization problem complicates finding intersections
or distances between parametric objects [41].
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Figure 4.1
A circle in two- and three-dimensions. Two-dimensional on the left and threedimensional on the XY plane on the right.

Geometric and Parametric Continuity
When working with multiple curves and surfaces, the "smoothness" of the
transition from one object to the next is an important consideration. There are two ways
to describe smoothness or continuity, geometrically and parametrically. Geometric
continuity (written as Gn where n is the order) describes the shape of the smoothness
between two curves or surfaces with a common boundary. Parametric continuity (written
as Cn where n is the order) describes the smoothness of the shape and the
parameterization. G0 and C0 both describe objects that touch (without regard for
tangents or parameterization) at the join point. G1 means that the tangent vectors at the
join point have the same direction (the same geometric slope). C1 means that the
tangent vectors at the join point have the same direction and magnitude. Gn means that
the first to nth derivative at the join point has the same direction. Cn means that the first
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to nth derivative at the join point has the same direction and magnitude. Objects with Cn
continuity imply Gn continuity. Describing smoothness of curves and surfaces is
necessary for joining objects fluidly and reducing anomalies with parameterization and
geometries.

Figure 4.2
The unit sphere.

Bézier Curves and Surfaces
General parametric functions can be used to create a variety of curves and
surfaces. However, by restricting representation to a specific group of functions,
software can utilize more efficient processing and manipulation. Developers can design
data structures and algorithms around those specific functions. For this reason, Bézier
curves and surfaces are a commonly used method in geometric modeling [158]. The
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basis function for Bézier objects is the Bernstein polynomial. Table 4.1 defines the
Bernstein polynomial.

Table 4.1 – The functions used by Bézier objects.
Name

Function

Arguments

Bernstein Basis
Polynomials

n i
B
u (1 − u )n−i
! i,n(u ) =
(i)

i is the control point index

Bézier curve

!C(u )

=

i is the control point index

n

∑

Bi,n(u )Pi

i= 0

Bézier surface

!S(u , v) =

n

m

∑∑

n is degree

n is degree
P is the set of control points

Bi,n(u )Bj,m(v)Pi, j

i= 0 j= 0

i, j are the control point
indexes
n, m are the degrees
P is the set of control points

Table 4.1 defines a Bézier curve. The control points are a set of geometric points
that define the curve. When referred to simultaneously, the control points form the
control polygon. The number of control points defines the curve's degree, which is the
cardinality of the set of control points minus one. A higher degree curve allows for more
nuanced control but is also more computationally expensive to evaluate. The parameter
is typically normalized to [0, 1], but does not require that specific interval. A Bézier curve
is essentially an interpolation function. Each control point contributes to the total sum of
the function, but at varying intensities, shown in Figure 4.3. Given the control points and
a basis function, it generates values somewhere between those points.
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Figure 4.3
Bézier basis function for linear, quadratic, and cubic curves. Linear (left), quadratic
(middle), and cubic (right).

Table 4.1 also defines a Bézier surface. The set of control points is an n + 1 by m
+ 1 grid of points. Instead of a control polygon, these form a control mesh. A Bézier
surface is the tensor product of an n degree Bézier curve and an m degree Bézier curve
and shares the properties of Bézier curve for this reason.
Bézier objects are intuitive for design because manipulation of the control point
directly manipulates the curve. By transforming all the control polygon or mesh (rotation,
scale, or translation for example), the same transformation applies to the object.
Algorithms for evaluating Bézier functions, like de Casteljau's algorithm, are simple and
numerically stable [160]. Users can create large piecewise (or composite) objects by
combining multiple Bézier objects using geometric or parametric continuity.

B-splines and NURBS
Bézier curves and surfaces work for modeling but are limited by the Bernstein
polynomial. Figure 4.3 (the basis functions) shows that all control points are acting for
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the entire interval. Any manipulation of one control point affects the entire object. This
property means that each control point affects the object globally. For large objects,
piecewise Bézier objects can solve this problem, but still, suffer from limitations. For
example, with C2 continuity between objects, every manipulation of the control points for
one Bézier object effects the others. B-splines (basis splines) provide curves and
surface both local support and continuity [161].
A spline is a "piecewise polynomial function that can have a locally very simple
form, yet at the same time be globally flexible and smooth" [162]. B-splines use basis
functions that are non-global. Each control point uses an individual basis function,
making each point only affect the curve or surface over a specified range of parameter
values. The B-spline basis function also contains a generalization of the Bernstein
polynomial, meaning that Bézier curves and surfaces are special cases of B-Splines.
Table 4.2 provides the functions for a B-spline curve and surface.

Control Points, Degrees, and Knot Vectors
There are three components to a B-spline curve: a set of control points, a
degree, and a knot vector. The components for B-spline surfaces are a grid of control
points, a degree for each direction, and a knot vector for each direction. A curve
contains n + 1 control points, m + 1 knots, and a degree of p, shown by the function in
Table 4.2 for B-Spline Curves. These values must satisfy the statement m = n + p + 1.
Like the Bézier surface, the B-spline surface is the tensor product of two B-spline
curves, so concepts describing curves can be expanded to surfaces.
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Table 4.2 – The functions used by B-spline curves and surfaces.
Name

Function

Arguments
i is the control point
index

B-Spline
Curve

!C(u )

=

n

∑

Ni,p(u )Pi

i= 0

n + 1 is cardinality of
the control point set
p is the degree
P is the set of control
points
i, j are the control
point indexes

B-Spline
Surface

!S(u

, v) =

n

m

∑∑

Ni,p(u )Nj,q(v)Pi, j

i= 0 j= 0

n + 1, m + 1 are the
cardinalities of the
control point sets
p, q are the degrees
P is the set of control
points

B-spline
1, if u i ≤ u < u i+ 1
! i,0 =
N
Basis
ui is the ith knot in the
{0, otherwise
Function
knot vector
(de Boor
u i+ p+ 1 − u
u −ui
Cox
p is the degree
N
Ni,p−1(u ) +
N
(u )
! i,p =
u i+ p − u i
u i+ p+ 1 − u i+ 1 i+ 1,p−1
recursion)

The degree has to be at least one (called a polyline in this case). The degree
also has to be less than the number of control points minus one for that direction. Unlike
Bézier objects, the degree is not conditional on the number of control points alone. For
a curve with n + 1 control points and m + 1 knots, the degree is p = m - n - 1. Increasing
the degree of a curve or the degrees of a surface increase the continuity of the object.
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The set of control points are used to manipulate the curve or surface. B-splines
also exhibit the convex hull property, meaning the convex hull entirely contains the
object. The control points of a B-spline operate similarly to those of a Bézier object.
The knot vector is a monotonic (non-decreasing) sequence of real numbers that
defines at what parametric values the piecewise functions join, typically normalized to
the interval [0, 1]. A knot point is where a knot corresponds to a point on the curve. A
knot span is the parameter interval between two knots. Knots can be equal and appear
multiple times, creating a knot multiplicity. A knot span between knot multiplicity is nonexistent. A knot vector is called uniform when the parameter spacing of the knots is an
equal distance apart. Otherwise, the knot vector is called non-uniform. For a curve of p
degree with n + 1 control points, the curve requires m = n + p + 2 knots. Table 4.3
presents the examples of knot vectors with descriptions of their usefulness, but the knot
vector can be any non-decreasing sequence of real numbers. One knot vector can have
multiple types (uniform and clamped for example) or clamp on just one side.

NURBS: Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines
Rational B-spline curves and surfaces are a generalization of B-splines. Nonrational B-splines can represent freeform curves and surfaces, but cannot accurately
represent conic sections (like circles, ellipses, parabolas), quadric surface (like
ellipsoids, paraboloids, and cones), and other rational objects [157, 163]. Rational Bsplines can represent rational objects, other analytic functions, and freeform objects in
one mathematical system. A rational B-spline's control points are homogeneous
coordinates (represents coordinates one dimension higher), with weight being the new
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dimension. Weights generally determine how close a curve or surface is to a particular
control point [158]. For a non-rational B-spline converted to rational, the weight would
be one.
Table 4.3 – B-spline knot vector examples.
Knot Vector Example

Type

Properties

1 2 3 4
0,0,0, , , , ,1,1,1
[
]
5 5 5 5

Uniform
Clamped

First and last knots multiplicity of p+1
Passes through first and last control
points
Equally spaced knots (excluding end
multiplicities)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
![0, , , , , , , , , ,1]
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Uniform
Unclamped

No first and last knots multiplicity of p+1
Does not pass through end control
points
Equally spaced knots

1 2 2 3
! 0,0,0, , , , ,1,1,1
[
]
4 4 4 4

NonUniform
Clamped

First and last knots multiplicity of p+1
Passes through first and last control
points
Knots not equally spaced

1 1 2 3 3
! 0, , , , , ,1
[ 4 4 4 4 4 ]

NonUniform
Unclamped

No first and last knots multiplicity of p+1
Does not pass through end control
points
Knots not equally spaced

![0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1]

Bézier
Curve

Knot vector for a B-spline special case,
a Bézier curve (Degree 3 in this
example)

!

The non-uniform of NURBS refers to the knot vector. As shown in Table 4.3, nonuniform knot vectors contain not equally spaced knots. Non-uniform knot vectors allow
for a multiplicity of the internal knots in the vector. Creating a multiplicity in the internal
knots can make a curve or surface more smooth or more rough, giving the ability to
create cusps and change the parametric intervals which the control points manipulate.
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The combination of non-uniform knot vectors and rationality is what defines
NURBS curves and surfaces. Figure 4.4 shows examples of NURBS objects in practice,
using the verb library (http://verbnurbs.com). CAD systems allow users to manipulate
NURBS objects by the control point, knot insertion/removal, or degree elevation. This
description is a brief primer on NURBS for this dissertation. For a more detail
description of Bézier functions, B-splines, and NURBS, please see The NURBS Book
by Piegl and Tiller or An introduction to NURBS: with historical perspective by Rogers.
For the rest of the dissertation, NURBS will be used to refer to both rational and nonrational curves and surfaces with non-uniform and uniform knot vectors, unless
otherwise stated.

Figure 4.4
Examples of NURBS surfaces and curves using the verb library.
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Challenges with Complex Objects and NURBS
NURBS curves and surfaces became the standard in the 1970s for object
representation in CAD/CAE/CAM systems. This standardization provided for a unified
system for geometry that allowed the exchange of data between multiple applications.
[163]. NURBS have applications in approximation, analysis, geometric modeling, and a
multitude of other fields [158, 163]. However, NURBS do not come without challenges
and limitations.

Trimmed Surfaces
Because the control points of a surface are a rectangular grid, the surfaces have
a rectangular topology. If a user needs a single new control point for a surface, the grid
must add an entirely new row of control points. This rectangular topology also means
that arbitrary surface boundaries cannot easily be represented using NURBS [164, 165].
The concept of trimming is one solution to representing non-rectangular surfaces. A
trimmed surface is the same as any other surface but has trimming curves defined in
the parameter space of the surface. These trimming curves can be Bézier curves,
NURBS curves, or even just polylines. The parametric space (typically parameter u and
v) of the surface is a two dimensional set of all the possible parameters for that surface.
Trimming curves can either define included (boundaries) or excluded (holes) regions of
the surface [166, 167]. Figure 4.5 shows an example of a trimmed surface.
Trimming curves are an addition to NURBS surfaces that allow non-rectangular
topologies. The surface is entirely unchanged by the trimming curves mathematically
speaking. The control grid remains the same, and the pretrimmed surface is still the
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same as well. Trimmed surfaces are convenient from a design perspective because
they can create a multitude of surface topologies [165]. However, because trimming is in
essence just an extension of a NURBS surface, not an actual change, algorithms need
to be adapted to handle trimming. Algorithms for NURBS surfaces include degree
elevation or knot insertion, which can change the parametric space of the surface. The
trimming curves require recalculation if the parametric space changes and this can
introduce geometric errors if not done with care [165, 168].

Figure 4.5
A surface before and after applying trimming curves. The original surface (left), the
trimming curves (middle), and the resulting trimmed surface (right).

Modeling systems often generate trimming curves when intersecting surfaces
with other surfaces, so the creation of these curves is related to the surface to surface
intersection problem. An approximation is a conventional approach to calculating the
intersection curves and therefore the trimming curves [169]. Because of the
approximate accuracy and precision, trimming curves can create imprecisions leading
to gaps. Gaps in a model can create non-manifold surfaces. In graphics, this is
acceptable, as long as they are invisible to the viewer. In manufacturing, however, gaps
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create errors in the generation of instructions for machines. These errors require repair
before manufacturing [170, 171].

Solid Modeling
Solid modeling is the process of creating three-dimensional representations of
objects that have volume. Unlike geometric modeling and computer graphics, any
created solids must have fidelity and accuracy. It is unacceptable to have gaps or
overlaps among surfaces [170]. When modeling solids using NURBS (like the model in
Figure 4.6), one or more surfaces represent the boundaries of an object. Each surface
entity has no mass or thickness properties. By attaching/joining surfaces to themselves
or other surfaces, they create a closed surface (sometimes called watertight), assuming
there are no holes or gaps. When closed, the boundaries define the volume of the solid.
NURBS employs generation operations and surface-to-surface intersection schemes to
create arbitrary solids from free-form surfaces. The surface, curves, and points
represent the geometrical entities. Topological definitions of edges, faces, and vertices
are also required to relate geometrical entities to one another. For example, a surface is
bounded by its edges, and common edges connect multiple surfaces [172].
NURBS allows the creation of complicated free-from solids from the combination
of adjacently connecting surfaces. The continuity between surfaces complicates the
creation of objects, requiring applications to maintain a parametric and geometric
continuity among surfaces. Without proper continuity, modeling may introduce gaps or
overlaps into the object [165]. The combination of multiple objects together complicates
this problem even further. When combining simpler surfaces to create a more
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complicated object, modeling software commonly uses intersections and trimmed
surfaces. The calculations of these operations can be imprecise because of the nature
of the approximation. These operations can introduce errors into an object by rounding
precision, numerical conversion, or approximate data. These robustness issues can
cause errors that are difficult to detect for the user. Error detection and correction is a
requirement for solid modeling software using NURBS [95].

Figure 4.6
A yacht solid model designed using NURBS.

Tolerance Issues
In CAD and modeling, tolerances determine the quality of the operations
performed by the algorithms, such as intersections, trimmings, and combinations.
Users, systems, or manufacturing equipment can all have their own defined tolerances.
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There can also be tolerances updated dynamically throughout the design process.
Geometric tolerancing was created to address the ambiguities of parametric design
[173]. In NURBS modeling, tolerances need to be able to translate between different
spaces. If there is a parameter space tolerance on an operation, the system needs to
ensure model space accuracy of that same tolerance, and vice versa. Errors in
calculations precision can also fall outside of tolerances, creating issues that can
propagate throughout the entire design. Robust algorithms and operation tolerances are
related topics in NURBS modeling for this reason [95, 165]. Systems commonly set
tolerances to a higher precision than required to decrease the likelihood of numerical
errors ruining the design.

Tessellation and Polygonal Meshes
For processing, analyzing, and rendering NURBS models, it is sometimes
beneficial to generate a mesh of polygons by tessellation. Figure 4.7 shows an example
of a triangle polygon mesh of a dolphin. The tessellation reduces the complexity of
calculation operations like intersections, and have therefore been the preferred format
for 3D printing for decades [174, 175]. Tessellating frees models from concerns
regarding polynomials and parameterization by trading continuous definitions of
surfaces for discrete approximations. Triangles are the conventional forms used in
tessellation because of the flexibility of the shape and efficiency of the data structure
[166]. Various applications can and have used other polygons, but since the triangle is
the most common in 3D printing literature, the triangulation of surfaces is the focus of
this discussion.
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Figure 4.7
A triangle polygon mesh of a dolphin.

Tessellation Methods
Similar to slicing, there are two types of tessellations: direct and adaptive. Direct
tessellation algorithms use a fixed number of triangles across the parameter space
[166]. Adaptive tessellation algorithms attempt to reduce the number of triangles used
by varying the number of triangles in high curvature areas compared to low curvature
[176]. Direct tessellation tends to produce more triangles when compared to adaptive
tessellation, but are also more concerned with numerical stability and the type of
triangle used. Adaptive slicing can sometimes produce long and skinny triangles that
can affect processing done post-tessellation [166].
Each surface is tessellated separately, and steps need to be taken to ensure that
no gaps and holes exist between surfaces. When tessellating an entire model,
algorithms employ two other operations to limited errors, sewing and coving.
Tessellating two surfaces that share a common edge may require sewing to ensure that
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the algorithm does not create gaps between the two surfaces. Sewing checks that the
edges of the newly created triangles for one surface are within a tolerance distance of
the other surface [177]. If there are significant gaps between two tessellated surfaces,
coving can add triangles between them to fill in the missing area. Coving is also useful
when tessellating trimmed surfaces. Trimming curves are arbitrary curves that may have
high curvature requiring extra triangles to meet an error bound [178].
The two most common algorithmic methods for creating tessellations are uniform
mapping and subdivision. Uniform mapping algorithms work by generating a grid of
points in the parametric space of a surface. For a trimmed surface, the algorithm also
polygonizes the trimming curves. Points are tested to see whether they fall inside or
outside the trimmed areas, and the algorithm discards the latter. Finally, the algorithm
triangulates the parameter space and maps the triangles into three-dimensions onto of
the surface curvatures in model space [166]. For subdivision algorithms, each surface is
broken down into Bézier surface at its knots. Knots insertion can create smaller Bézier
patches if needed. A Bézier surface's derivative is a faster calculation than that of a
NURBS surface. The subdivision continues until the Bézier surfaces are nearly flat.
Each Bézier surface is tessellated trivially at a small enough size because the
subdivided surface is nearly flat [176]. Delaunay triangulation can also tessellate
surfaces but is more computationally complicated than the other methods [179].
Common tessellating parameters include the maximum distance between the surface
and the approximation and the maximum size of the triangle.
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Data Representation
Multiple file formats exist for 3D printing to represent tessellated models. Additive
Manufacturing File Format (AMF), 3D Manufacturing Format (3MF), and the
Wavefront .obj file (OBJ) are just some examples. However, the STL format (initially
STereoLithography format, but more recently the backronym for Standard Tessellation
Language) is the de facto standard in 3D printing [108]. Most tessellated representation
schemes work similarly, with extensions for materials, color, curvature, or other 3D
printing features. Since the STL format is predominate and the other formats are similar,
this section focuses on STL. Figure 4.8 provides an example of an abridged STL file.
The STL file is primarily just a list a facet data. The files come in two
representations, ASCII (character encoding) or binary. Each facet entry defines a
normal vector and the three vertices of the triangle, both in three-dimensional space.
This format has no scale information, units, or other particular attributes. The vertices
should be ordered counterclockwise, and the normals should be pointing outward from
the object. Each facet should share two vertices with the neighboring facets, to prevent
the triangles overlapping or having gaps. The format does not strictly enforce these
rules, and poor quality tessellations will create files with potential issues [174].

Challenges with Tessellation
Tessellations are approximations of the original model, and therefore lack the
accuracy of the original mathematical definitions. Excluding the expected inaccuracies
of approximating a model, surface tessellation is a nontrivial task and can frequently
create errors that can lead to unprintable files. The shortcomings of tessellations can
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cause issues that were not present in the NURBS model initially, as well as amplify
existing issues in the original model.

solid OBJECT
facet normal 0.00069582962678232539 0.99965205225974496
-0.026368356680130725
outer loop
vertex 0.027791153639554977 9.9860944747924805 9.4735603332519531
vertex 0 9.9860944747924805 9.4728269577026367
vertex 0 10 10
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.002100137510889444 0.9968261719067503 -0.07958123160717053
outer loop
vertex 0.056086033582687378 9.9432449340820312 8.9375782012939453
vertex 0 9.9432449340820312 8.9360980987548828
vertex 0 9.9860944747924805 9.4728269577026367
endloop
endfacet
< … Lots of facets defined … >
facet normal -0.0037384915518366662 -0.99094166982021958
-0.13424094269198208
outer loop
vertex 0 -9.9396171569824219 8.9027233123779297
vertex -0.08831612765789032 -9.8733119964599609 8.4157304763793945
vertex 0 -9.8733119964599609 8.4132709503173828
endloop
endfacet
facet normal -0.000774775226328091 -0.999610697385189 -0.02784079302707731
outer loop
vertex 9.3644766422548541e-17 -10 10
vertex -0.030979499220848083 -9.9844980239868164 9.444270133972168
vertex 0 -9.9844980239868164 9.4434080123901367
endloop
endfacet
endsolid OBJECT

Figure 4.8
An example STL ASCII file.
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Accuracy
The parameters of a tessellation affect the accuracy of the approximation. For flat
surfaces on a model, this tends to be a trivial problem. However, for surfaces with even
slight curvature, more polygons are required to decrease the inaccuracy. The distance
between the original model and the tessellated model is called the chord height [180].
Decreasing the size and simultaneously increasing the number of polygons can reduce
the chord height. As the distance decreases, the tessellation becomes a more reliable
approximation, but this just mitigates the problem and does not eliminate it. Depending
on the extent of curvature on a surface, more and smaller polygons are needed.
Tessellation algorithms typically use chord height as a user-defined tolerance for
generating meshes [175].
Aside from the expected inaccuracy of approximation, the tessellation algorithms
can inadvertently introduce new errors that require repair or are difficult to detect. When
using triangles, a proper tessellation is two-manifold. Each facet should appropriately
connect to its neighboring facets. Since tessellation of arbitrary curvatures and
connection is complicated, algorithms can create many different non-manifold errors.
Surface boundaries with high curvature can have different coordinates for the same
vertex shared by triangles lying on different surfaces. For intersecting surfaces, inherent
difficulties with calculations can create gaps where surfaces intersect and connect. Both
of these examples can also cause triangles not to share common vertexes. These
triangles may be positioned on top of one another when sewing and locally tessellating
or create gaps and holes if further apart. Filling in gaps and identifying intersecting
facets has been investigated. Before printing, most of these errors require repair [174].
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File and Data Size
An increased number of smaller triangles are needed to get a more accurate
approximation of a model. With smaller triangles, an algorithm can decrease chord
height between the original model and the tessellated model. As the number of triangles
increases so does the size of the tessellated file that stores the data. Tessellations with
larger triangles create smaller files, but also may contain significant enough polygons to
see with a naked eye on the printed model. There is a trade-off between the quality of
the tessellations and the size of the file. Large file sizes can take a significant amount of
time to process, even for simple designs [101]. With the advent of cloud-based services
for 3D printing, large file sizes can pose a problem when uploading as well [181]. Table
4.4 shows the difference in sizes between various tolerances of STL files and the
original NURBS IGES file. The model used to generate the data in Table 4.4 was a 5millimeter radius sphere, and the modeling application Rhinoceros generated all
tessellations.

Table 4.4 - An STL and IGES files sizes comparison.
File Type

Max Distance Between
Solid and Polygon

Data Size (ASCII)

Data Size (Binary)

IGES

N/A (Original NURBS
model)

7.532 KB (including
some extraneous data)

N/A

STL

0.01 millimeters

4,324 KB

775 KB

STL

0.001 millimeters

18,141 KB

3,251 KB

STL

0.0001 millimeters

221,989 KB

39,783 KB

STL

0.00001 millimeters

888,954 KB

159,130 KB
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Numerical Stability
Numerical stability is a critical concern in a quality tessellation. Ideally, algorithms
generate triangles of all the same size and shape. Similar triangles mean that the
distribution of the data is even. Multiple shapes and sizes can cause issues for posttessellation algorithms. For example, long and thin triangles can create loops in
interpolation algorithms. Direct tessellation algorithms tend to distribute triangles more
uniformly than adaptive tessellation algorithms, but trimmed surfaces and high curvature
can still increase the likelihood of unstable triangle shapes [166].

NURBS and Tessellations for 3D Printing
Both NURBS and tessellated representations of models have their advantages
and disadvantages. NURBS models give a realistic and faithful representation of the
design intent but are difficult to process for printing because of the challenges with
calculating intersections and testing if points are on an object. Tessellated models offer
a more straightforward alternative for 3D printing preprocessing by offering trivial
intersection calculations using polygons, but sacrifice accuracy and representation
efficiency. However, as 3D printing resolutions increase and new applications become
available, preserving the topological and geometric information will become paramount.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
SLICING: CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES

Slicing algorithms are the foundation of 3D printing preprocessing. There are
various methods of calculating the contours used to describe the layers for printing. This
chapter focuses on methods and current practices used to slice a CAD model or
tessellated model.
Algorithms that directly slice a model generate intersection curves by calculating
the exact or approximate intersection of a slicing plane at a designated height [43].
Direct slicing algorithms take the original model (typically as NURBS surfaces) as an
input [143]. Direct slicing algorithms are in contrast with algorithms that operate on a full
approximation (typically tessellation, point clouds, or another format) of the original
model. Algorithms that slice tessellated models rely on polygon intersection to create
intersection contours. By preprocessing a CAD model into tessellations, these
algorithms can circumvent the algebraic and numerical complexities of intersecting a
plane and a surface in favor of calculating trivial intersections of an approximation [7].

General Slicing Principles
Slicing an object for 3D printing is typically done using a series of parallel planes
at prescribed heights along an axis. An orientation determination algorithm rotates
objects so that orientation criteria align with build direction for slicing [6]. Attempting to
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intersect a slicing plane and the surfaces that make an object can result in four cases:
one or more intersection curves, a single point, a flat surface, or nothing at all. For any
given slice, multiple cases may occur depending on the geometry of the object [182].
The most trivial case of intersection is the empty case. The empty case happens
when the slicer makes contact with no surfaces on the model. Figure 5.1 shows a slicer
that is positioned above the model, resulting in no intersected surfaces.

Figure 5.1
An empty intersection.

If the slicing plane touches the surfaces of an object, the intersection can result in
a single point. For example, the touch case of a slicing plane and the top (or bottom) of
a sphere, results in a single point. Figure 5.2 shows this example.
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Figure 5.2
A single point intersection on a sphere.

If the surface plane intersects surfaces that are parallel with the slicing plane, the
resulting intersection is a flat, two-dimensional surface patch. Figure 5.3 shows this by
intersecting the flat top of a cylinder.
For intersections that create curves, three cases can occur. The first is a curve
where the start and end points are not equal, called an open curve. The open curve
happens when the touch case of the slicing plane and the exterior of surfaces intersect.
The example in Figure 5.4 shows an open curve intersection with a cylinder on its side.
The example shown is a straight line, but the open curve can also have curvature.
When the slicing plane touches the exterior of surfaces, a closed curve can also
occur depending on the geometry of the object. The example in Figure 5.5 shows a
closed curve intersection on a torus.
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Figure 5.3
A patch intersection on a cylinder.

Figure 5.4
An open curve intersection on a cylinder.
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Figure 5.5
A touch case closed curve intersection on a torus.

Finally, when the slicing plane intersects the interior of an object, the resulting
intersection creates a closed curve. The area of the intersection curve from the object
interior is the design space and requires filling. The touch case closed curve above only
describes an exterior boundary and should not be filled in. Figure 5.6 shows two closed
curves on the torus.
After generating intersections, there are two methods of extruding the twodimensional intersection to the layer height. The most common approach is top-down
[183]. Each intersection is extruded down opposite to the direction of the build. The
second approach is bottom-up, where each intersection is extruded up in the direction
of the build [184]. Figure 5.7 shows conceptualizations of both top-down and bottom-up
slicing. Both methods create a containment error, where the layers are undersized and
oversized depending on the curvature of the object. If the surfaces are parallel to the
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build direction and the layer thickness fits the surface, the containment problem does
not occur [183, 184].

Figure 5.6
Two closed curve intersections on a torus.

Figure 5.7
Top-down slicing vs bottom-up slicing. Top-down (left) and bottom-up (right).
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There are two types of containment errors. An internal containment error, where
the layers are undersized when compared to the source, and an external containment
error, where the layers are oversized when compared to the source [185]. An operator
may want to ensure one type of error over the other. For example, external containment
error creates extra material on the part, which can be useful when post-processing for
smoothness and tolerances. Slicing algorithms can work to create only one type of
containment error. Positive and negative tolerance slicing generates layers that either
have only oversized (positive) or undersized (negative) layers. Figure 5.8 shows
conceptualizations of both positive and negative tolerance slicing [186, 187].

Directly Slicing Objects
Direct slicing algorithms generate intersections between the slicing plane and
objects without approximating the entire object first. The principal concern of any direct
slicing algorithm is how it calculates the intersections curves, surfaces, or points [43].
Desirable algorithms aim to minimize user interaction as well as balance efficiency
robustness, and accuracy. Exact solutions to intersections are robust but inefficient to
calculate, while an approximation or numerical method can be efficient but may fail in
some cases [188, 189]. The challenges of directly slicing an object are a subset of the
challenges with the surface to surface intersection problem [189]. Approaches and
methods to directly slicing surfaces for 3D printing are related to surface intersection
algorithms [147].
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Figure 5.8
Positive tolerance slicing vs negative tolerance slicing. Positive (right) and negative
(left)

Surface to Surface Intersection
Given two surfaces in R3, a surface to surface intersection algorithm calculates
what parts of the surfaces intersect, if any [190]. The input surfaces can be of many
different types, including non-rational polynomial parametric, rational polynomial
parametric, and implicit algebraic. The output is one of the four cases described above
[190, 191]. The complexity of calculating surface intersections can be affected by the
degree of the surfaces, the angle of their intersection, and the surface geometry around
the intersection [192]. Algorithms for calculating surface intersections fall into four
categories: analytical, marching, lattice, and subdivision. The literature also has
examples of hybrid techniques that combine multiple approaches [193].
Analytical algorithms try to calculate intersections by solving a system of nonlinear equations. Implicit algebraic surfaces are appropriate input for these algorithms,
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but parametric surfaces require conversion to implicit form [191]. After obtaining the
system of equations, calculating the intersections can be done via algebraic, differential
geometric, and numerical analysis techniques [191, 194]. Exact solutions can be
determined efficiently for some specific surface types, but for general surfaces,
calculating exact intersections can be computationally expensive and impractical.
Algorithms may require approximation methods for the sake of efficiency but sacrifice
robustness and accuracy [189].
Marching algorithms (sometimes called continuation algorithms) use the points
on the intersection as an origin and trace the intersection incrementally. Two
fundamental steps in a marching algorithm are the initial point selections and the
iterative marching process [195]. The starting point's derivatives determine the direction
of marching and therefore the intersection. Multiple starting positions may be required if
the intersections tightly bend or branch [159, 182]. Marching methods incrementally
progress and calculate new points on the intersection from a previous point. A large
increment interval can step over intersections, missing critical features or moving to
other intersections, while a smaller interval increases the solution evaluation time [188].
Therefore, there is a tradeoff between increment intervals and performance. The
performance of the algorithm is dependent on these parameters and the complexity of
the intersection. Singularities, where the surface derivatives disappear, can be
complicated for marching algorithms to handle and may require special routines [196].
Lattice algorithms use isoparametric curves on the surface to find and calculate
the intersections. Figure 5.9 shows isoparametric curves on a single surface.
Isoparametric curves come from holding one of the parameters constant on a surface
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[41]. By doing this with multiple parameters across the surface, the algorithm creates a
grid of curves. These curves reduce the dimensionality of the problem and change the
problem to a curve to surface intersection problem, which is more straightforward to
calculate [197]. Similar to the marching algorithm interval, the success of this approach
is dependent on the interval density of the isoparametric curve grids. More curves
create a denser grid but take more time to calculate. A sparse grid may miss features or
intersections [197, 198].

Figure 5.9
A series of isoparametric curves on a surface.
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Subdivision methods divide the surfaces into multiple small patches and
calculate the intersections of those patches. Three steps typically are common to
subdivision algorithms: either adaptive or uniform subdivision, determine which subpatches intersect, and calculate the intersection of those patches [189, 199]. The
subdivision process creates nearly flat sub-patches, so the number of divisions is
dependent on the geometry of the surface, similar to the subdivision in a tessellation
algorithm [166]. After subdivision, the algorithm examines each of the patches' bounding
volumes for an intersection. Bounding volume intersections are computationally
inexpensive to calculate [143, 200]. The algorithm can discard non-relevant patches at
this stage [201]. Finally, a linear approximation (or similar method) can find intersection
points, reducing the problem to a near plane to plane intersection. The quality of the
subdivision directly affects the efficiency and accuracy of this method. A very
complicated geometry may require an unreasonable number of subdivisions, and some
algorithms may employ stop criteria for this reason [199, 201].

Slicing Plane Intersections
NURBS surfaces are described as rational polynomial parametric surfaces, while
a slicing plane can either be a rational polynomial parametric or an implicit algebraic
surface. Regarding 3D printing and direct slicing, the slicer intersection can be
generalized as a surface/plane intersection problem [191, 202]. All four of the above
categories can be used to calculate the intersections between the slicing plane and
each of the surfaces that define the boundaries of an object. Figure 5.10 shows an
example of a single surface intersected by a plane.
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Figure 5.10
A surface and plane intersection with the resulting intersection
curves.

CAD/CAM systems do not commonly use analytical algorithms to calculate
intersections in practice because of the lack of efficiency for high degree surfaces [142,
203]. However, some methods have employed the combination of semi-analytic
algorithms with numerical analysis for lower degree surfaces. These methods use a root
solving scheme, which inherently identifies connectivity between intersections without
worrying about tracing or a grid density [194].
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Finding starting points for marching algorithms is less complicated when reduced
to intersecting a plane with a surface. Similar to lattice techniques, algorithms can use
isoparametric curves to find starting points on the plane via curve-surface intersection
and then march from those points [185, 204]. Jun et al. also preprocessed the surface
to identify topology transition, points on the surface where the intersection curves
topologies changed [204]. Marching methods are similar for surface and plane
intersection as they are for a general surface intersection. Kulkarni and Dutta were able
to increase the efficiency of marching because of the spatial properties of intersecting a
flat plane [185].
Because of the parametric and technical qualities of NURBS surfaces, lattice
algorithms can offer advantages in direct slicing algorithms. Algorithms create
isoparametric curve grids efficiently on the surface by evaluating the basis function with
numerically stable algorithms [41, 158]. Analytic, numeric, or subdivision methods can
evaluate the intersection of the curves with the plane. [197]. The density of the grid is
still a significant consideration for these algorithms. For manufacturing, the user can set
the grid interval at or slightly below the machine tolerance since there is a physical limit
for manufacturing accuracy.
With a NURBS representation, subdivision algorithms operate similarly to those
used in tessellating NURBS surfaces [166, 176]. Algorithms can use knot insertion and
decompose surfaces into multiple, nearly flat, Bézier patches [41]. Depending on how
the slicing algorithm represents the slicing plane, intersecting small and flat patches is a
trivial calculation [143, 199]. Depending on the geometry of the surface, large amounts
of refinement may be required and can have a significant memory and computation
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requirement. Starly et al. employ an adaptive method of refinement based on a flatness
criteria across the entire model to reduce this requirement [143]. Discarding patches
that do not interact with a slicing plane can also reduce the number of calculations.
However, if future slicing planes require the use of a discarded patch, the algorithm may
have to do redundant calculations. Intersections of the plane and sub-patches can be
calculated using some of the other methods discussed above [146].

Other Methods and Approaches
Over the last three decades, researchers have used existing geometric modeling
kernels and CAD software to slice CAD models in software directly. Jamieson and
Hacker used the Unigraphics CAD models of the Parasolid kernel because of its C
Application Programming Interface (API). Their work was focused on adaptive slicing
thickness and used the API to compare the difference between consecutive intersection
curves [148]. Ma et al. used Unigraphics for a similar approach with selective hatching
[205]. Rajagopalan et al. worked with the I-DEAS system and universal file format. The
work relied on the I-DEAS system for NURBS surfaces intersection abilities [206]. Both
Zhao and Laperriere in addition to Cao and Miyamoto employed the AutoCAD API and
AutoCAD Solid Models to accomplish direct slicing. The latter wrote a program around
the API to generate and store the slices in Autodesk DWF file format as a collection of
arcs, circles, and lines [207, 208]. Similarly, Shi et al. used PowerSHAPE to slice
models and produce an output of arcs, circles, and lines to represent slicer intersections
[209]. All of the above studies relied at least somewhat on external and existing
modeling software. These software-specific algorithms limit the control, compatibility,
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and variety based on the software they are using [143, 146]. Depending on the
company, the code for tools and algorithms in proprietary systems may not be available
for modification or even viewing.

Slicing Tessellated Objects
Tessellated slicing algorithms bypass the complexities of a surface to surface
intersection by operating on polygonal approximations of the original model. The
predominate file format used in 3D printing is the STL format, but most other formats
use similar concepts [108, 180]. A file describes the model with triangles as three vertex
tuples with normals for each facet. Tessellated models are topologically simple because
each triangle represents a face with a normal direction and edges. Large triangular
meshes can describe complicated models with intricate geometries. Tessellation avoids
the need for evaluation that parametrically defined boundary representations require
[174]. Intersections of a plane and three-dimensional triangle are a trivial and
computationally simple calculation, which makes slicing fast and accurate when
tessellations are accurate and correct [175]. Tessellation has a history in graphics and
design and is the standard for 3D printing systems [7]. Figure 5.11 shows an example of
a surface after adaptive tessellation.

Intersecting a Triangular Mesh
Various interactions can occur between a triangle and the slicing plane. The three
vertices of the triangle and their position on, above, or below the plane determines the
type of interaction and the resulting intersection. The slicing algorithms need to be
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capable of handling both the intersection and touch cases for each triangle in the mesh.
For each layer, every triangle that the slicing plane intersects contributes to the layer
profile. Similar to direct slicing, a triangle intersection can result in a point, line, an entire
triangle, or nothing at all. Table 5.1 gives a description and conceptualization of each
intersection case. Figure 5.12 shows an example of triangle intersection points.

Figure 5.11
Adaptive tessellation on a surface.
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Table 5.1 – Triangle intersection descriptions.
Intersection Description

Intersection Result

Single vertex intersected by
slicing plane

Point

Two vertices intersected by
slicing plane

Line

One vertex above slicing plane,
two vertices below slicing plane

Line

One vertex below slicing plane,
two vertices above slicing plane

Line

Three vertices intersected by
slicing plane

Entire Triangle

Three vertices above slicing plane

Nothing

Three vertices below slicing plane

Nothing
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Example

Figure 5.12
Two intersection points for a triangle and the slicing plane.

Touch cases in tessellated slicing are when a vertex or multiple vertices of a
triangle touch the slicing plane. If a single vertex is on the slicing plane, no intersection
calculation is required. The layer profile adds the vertex to itself. If two vertices are on
the slicing plane, the entire edge of the triangle is the intersection. The layer profile adds
both vertices to represent an edge. If all three vertices are on the slicing plane, the
triangle is coplanar, and the entire triangle is the intersection [134, 210]. If the coplanar
triangle is the only intersection, the edges of the triangle are the intersection curve. If
there are multiple intersected triangles as well as coplanar triangles, the boundary
triangles create the intersection curve. The slicer may or may not distinctly define
coplanar triangles on the slicing plane instead of just a standard closed curve
intersection, depending on how the slicer handles object exteriors [7, 210].
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When the slicing plane intersects a triangle (one vertex below slicing plane, two
vertices above slicing plane or one vertex above slicing plane, two vertices below slicing
plane), the slicer needs to calculate intersections on the sides of the triangle with the
slicing plane. The intersection of each side is a conventional line-plane intersection
[183]. The layer profile adds the points where the two sides of the triangle intersect the
slicing plane. These two points connect to make a line in the intersection curve for the
layer [134].
After all intersections at the current layer are evaluated, the lines and points that
are in the layer profile are connected to create the full layer intersection. The slicer
connects each point and line segment using a minimum distance algorithm. After each
connection, the slicer needs to check if the intersection forms a closed entity (one of the
cases from General Slicing Principles). If the algorithm considers the connections
completed and there are remaining point and line segments, then multiple intersection
entities exist for this layer [186]. After the slicer organizes all intersections, the height of
the layer is incremented by one layer thickness, and the process starts over again. If the
height of the layer is above the model, the slicing algorithm ends operations.

Direct Slicing versus Tessellated Slicing
Tessellated slicing is the de facto standard for 3D printing primarily because of
the simplicity of intersection calculations. Calculating the intersection of a triangle and
the slicing plane is multiple line-plane intersections, compared to the complexities of the
algorithms for the surface-plane intersection. Each algorithm has its advantages and
disadvantages on freeform geometry. Additionally, different vendors and systems use
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different representations of surfaces, degrees, and other qualities that require
algorithms to deal with multiple parameters [158]. Vendors and systems represent
triangles with three vertexes and a normal, reducing complexity of the calculations for
intersections.
Assuming the input is a proper and quality tessellation, tessellated slicing
algorithms are robust based on the input. Numerical issues and complications like
singularities can arise when intersecting surfaces directly, which may require special
routines [195, 196]. However, if the tessellation does not contain degenerated facets or
other errors, the slicing algorithm can produce the expected output intersections [171].
Tessellation also allows for resolution. If less accuracy is needed, the tessellation
algorithm can generate fewer triangles. Depending on the application, preprocessing
performance may be a more desirable quality than accuracy. Less intricate tessellations
can also lower the risk of tessellation related errors if the geometry and application allow
for it [171, 211]. However, tessellation is an approximation of the original model, adding
increased intersection inaccuracy that may not be acceptable for manufacturing. Direct
slicing offers the advantage of slicing the original model, adding no extra error from data
preprocessing. Direct slicing removes an additional step in the 3D printing process and
eliminates the chordal error due to tessellation [133, 212]
Direct slicing is resolution independent. The user's model is the specifications for
which they designed. Tessellation algorithms require more triangles for better
approximations. As the number of triangles increases so does chance of error and
processing time [211]. Tessellated slicing on hundreds of thousands to millions of
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triangles requires a large number of computations, which can become taxing on a
computer even for trivial calculations [7].
Additionally, the STL file format also includes redundant data about the triangles
it represents. For example, the file expresses vertex definitions shared by facets
multiple times. This redundancy can increase computation time, organization time, and
memory consumption for slicing algorithms [7]. Direct slicing algorithms avoid this issue
entirely by using the original mathematical definitions of surfaces.
Finally, tessellation is a complicated procedure that can struggle with intricate
geometries. Tessellation algorithms can inadvertently create overlapping facets or gaps
(examples in Figure 5.13) [171, 174]. Numerical truncation can create degenerated
facets when creating small triangles or short edges [166, 213]. Slicing algorithms may
require tessellation repair, by an additional program or routine, before slicing can even
begin. Un-repaired leaks or gaps may need a slicing algorithm to estimate the original
model based on the tessellation [139, 214].
Both tessellated slicing and direct slicing have advantages and complications
when generating intersections for creating layers. Designers and operators need to
keep this in mind when preparing models for 3D printing. Applications or processes may
dictate what method of slicing is required.
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Figure 5.13
Gaps in facets and overlapping facets from poor tessellation. Gaps (right) and
overlaps (left) shown in yellow.
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CHAPTER SIX:
SLICING: A POINT CLOUD APPROACH

Point cloud slicing aims to circumvent challenges associated with direct and
tessellated slicing approaches. Dealing with points in three-dimensions instead of direct
surfaces avoids some of the mathematical and algorithmic complexities that come with
solid and surface modeling. On the other hand, generating point clouds does not pose
the same numerical instability and inaccuracy that tessellation algorithms create. For
this dissertation, I developed a slicing algorithm for NURBS based surface models that
uses generated point clouds to calculate intersections. This chapter discusses the
methodology and design of the algorithm.

Point Cloud Basics
A point cloud is a set of points as multidimensional point data. Typically, each
point is a three-tuple, to represent three-dimensional space with X, Y, and Z. These
points usually represent the external surface of an object, similarly to how a surface
model represents boundaries. Point clouds can use higher dimensional tuples to
represent more data, depending on the application [104]. For example, a six-tuple can
represent a point with a position (X, Y, and Z) and color (red, green, and blue). Figure
6.1 shows the point clouds created from various everyday objects.
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Figure 6.1
The point clouds of various household objects.

Multiple methods and tools can generate point clouds. Hardware methods of
creating point clouds include stereo cameras, 3D scanners, or time-of-flight cameras, to
name a few methods. A software package, such as CAD software or a point cloud
library, can also create point clouds from a surface or solid representation [104]. These
methods aim to measure or create a considerable number of points on the surface of an
object or model. Point clouds are the standard method of data collection for reverse
engineering for this reason. A dense data set is the desired result for a point cloud. For
physical tools, a large number of points that accurately represent a surface can make
up for noise or inaccuracy in a smaller number of the points [215]. For software tools,
the points should be a nearly accurate representation of the original model [141]. For
the algorithm presented in this chapter, the point clouds will be using points in threedimensions generated from the original NURBS surfaces that represent a model.
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Inputs and Parameters
For the point cloud slicing algorithm (referred to in this chapter as just “the
algorithm”), the algorithm assumes the input object is a collection of B-spline surfaces
that represent a bounding. The object's surfaces are also assumed to describe a
manifold model. For the data exchange of the object, the algorithm reads the Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format as the input file for object's surfaces.
The IGES format represents geometries using "entity" specifications. Depending on the
entity, some surfaces may require other entities to describe their geometry. Entities that
require other entities to complete their representation require definition in the same
IGES file. For example, Type 118 Ruled Surface requires two curve entities to rule a
surface between the two curves. These entities can be any parametric curves such as
circular arcs (Type 100), composite curves (Type 102), conic arcs (Type 104), lines
(Type 110), parametric spline curve (Type 112), or rational B-spline curves (Type 126).
Table 6.1 shows the entities read and translated to B-spline surfaces and curves for this
slicer.
Designers and systems across many fields use the IGES specification with
various applications. Not all entity types were needed or applicable when creating the
algorithm. It is worth noting the algorithm translates from the IGES format to a B-spline
based representation and future work could easily replace or extend the algorithm to
use other compatible file formats.
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Table 6.1 – IGES Entities for slicing algorithm.
Entity Type Number

Entity Name

Type

100

Circular Arc

Curve

102

Composite Curve

Curve

110

Line

Curve

112

Parametric Spline Curve

Curve

114

Parametric Spline Surface

Surface

116

Point

Point

118

Ruled Surface

Surface

120

Surface of Revolution

Surface

124

Transformation Matrix

Matrix

126

Rational B-spline Curve

Curve

128

Rational B-spline Surface

Surface

For the overall slicing process, the algorithm requires two starting parameters: λ
(lambda) and ε (epsilon). The value λ represents the thickness of each layer slice of the
model. This algorithm uses a uniform layer thickness, so λ remains constant. The value
ε represents the accuracy of the intra-layer features. The 3D printing hardware imposes
limits on the accuracy because the print tool has a minimum distance which it can move
from position to position or represent full layers. The user sets both λ and ε before
slicing the object and neither change throughout the procedure. Setting a smaller λ
creates more slices while setting it larger creates less. The number of slices generated
is the ceiling of the height of the object in the Z direction divided by λ. Setting ε smaller
provides more accuracy to the features represented. Simpler geometries may not need
a large ε.
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Test Models
For the sake of testing and demonstrating this algorithm, this chapter employs
various test models. Figure 6.2 shows these models before slicing. The models are a
sculpture bust (top left), a skull mask (middle left), a human vertebra (bottom left), a
three character initial (top right), a torus (middle right), and a trefoil knot (bottom right).
Each of the models is of the IGES file format. The Initials, Torus, and Trefoil models are
used to exemplify qualities of the slicing algorithm by testing different surface types. The
Torus contains interior curves as well as exterior curvature, the Trefoil has multiple
unique intersections for any given slice, and the Initials have many perpendicular
surfaces. The Skull Mask, Bust, and Vertebra model illustrate how the algorithm handles
complex freeform surfaces with varying surface definitions and curvatures.

Generating Point Clouds
After reading and translating the IGES file into B-spline surfaces, the algorithm
discards any curve definitions. A data structure holds a collection of unorganized Bspline surfaces that define the object. The first step of the algorithm is to organize and
use the B-spline surfaces to create a point cloud of the object.

Surface Decomposition
The first step in generating a point cloud for slicing is to break down the input
surfaces into smaller, simpler surfaces. The algorithm decomposes each surface that
defines the object into multiple smaller Bézier sub-patches. Each Bézier patch should
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Figure 6.2
The test models with normal vectors mapped to RGB colors.
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only intersect one or a few slicing planes at a time, compared with the original surface
which may intersect with a more considerable amount of slicers.
Decomposing a surface should result in small enough patches such that only a
few slicing planes intersect each patch. The concept of a band of slicing planes is used
at the decomposition stage to help calculate the proper size of the new patches. A band
of slicing planes is the size of multiple slicers grouped, calculated as B = cλ, where c is
the number of slicers in the band, defined by a constant integer greater than one.
Decomposing also requires the area of the original surface to generate patches
of an approximate size. Since the Bézier patches only need to be on average near the
size of the band, the slicing algorithm uses approximate surface extents for both u- and
v-directions of the surface. A surface extent is computed using the length of the longest
row/column of control points in the control net for that direction. By refining the surface
and inserting a knot into the middle of each non-zero knot span, the control net moves
closer to the surface, and the extent becomes a more accurate surface length
approximation. This refinement can be done multiple times making the extent more
accurate. The algorithm uses a first level (one refinement) approximation of u- and vextent of each surface. The resulting values are Lu and Lv, representing the extent of uand v-directions respectively.
Each surface may require refinement via the addition of knots for the Bézier
decomposition. Each of the B-spline surfaces consists of a set of Bézier patches by
nature, but the patches may still be too large for the band of slicing planes. Each nonzero knot span contains a Bézier patch for the decomposition. The algorithm must add
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new knots to these spans to decrease the size of the extracted patches. The
approximate extents of the Bézier patches should be:
! Bu =
L

Lu
nu

!L Bv

=

Lv
nv

where nu and nv are the number of non-zero knot spans in u- and v-direction. Using
approximate extents of the Bézier patches and the band of slicing planes, the number of
inserted knots in each direction is:

k! u =

L Bu
+ 0.5
⌊ B
⌋

k! v =

⌊ B

L Bv

⌋

+ 0.5

After calculating the new knot vectors and refining the surface (if necessary), the
actual decomposition occurs. For each non-zero knot span, the multiplicity increases to
the degree plus one and the knots and control points can be split to make the new
surface. The algorithm decomposes each surface into Bézier strips in one direction and
then decomposes each strip into Bézier patches in the other. For a detailed discussion
on B-spline decomposition into Bézier, refer to The NURBS Book by Piegl and Tiller
[41].
The surface decomposition creates multiple smaller Bézier patches out of the
potentially large B-spline surfaces that come from the original model. Decomposing
these surfaces allows the algorithm to control the approximate size of the working
patches while considering the parameters set for slicing the object. The smaller patches
also allow a degree of control over what patches interact with the slicing planes. It is
inconsequential if some patches interact with a few more or a few less slicing planes, as
long as the majority of patches interact with the number of slicing planes set in this step.
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The number of patches generated can significantly affect the performance of the
algorithm. If the patches are too large, the surfaces will interact with a large number of
slicing planes and remain in the active intersection list longer. A lengthy active
intersection list can lead to redundant calculations in later steps. If the patches are too
small, there will be irrelevant and extraneous patches, resulting in wasted computation
and storage. Figure 6.3 shows the test models decomposed into Bézier patches (shown
in multiple colors). Table 6.2 shows the test models decomposed with various
parameters and the resulting Bézier patches using a bound constant of three.

Global and Local Surface Lists
When dealing with large amounts of information, well-organized data structures
can ease the access to the data while keeping storage overhead reasonable. The next
task for the algorithm is to organize a global list and a local list for dealing with the new
patches after the algorithm decomposes the surfaces. The output of the previous step is
a list of unorganized patches, which is the input of this step. The algorithm organizes
each surface into a global list to access from and an active local list that keeps track of
the processed and intersected patches.
First, the algorithm sorts the list of mostly unorganized patches from the previous
step. For each patch, the maximum and minimum values of the control net define a
bounding box. Since the control net contains a Bézier patch completely (the Convex
Hull property of Bézier objects), the patch is also entirely contained in the bounding box.
The slicing algorithm sorts the unorganized list into the global list of patches by the
lower Z coordinate of the bounding box for each patch. A Quicksort procedure sorts the
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Figure 6.3
The Bézier decomposition of the test models (λ = 0.5).
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global list for this project, but any sorting method can be employed. Quicksort performs
sorting in place with little additional memory and operates well on partially sorted lists
[216]. Since the algorithm decomposed the patches one surface at a time, the ordering
of the list is not random and relates to the order of the Bézier strips for each surface.

Table 6.2 – Decomposition results for test models.
Model

λ

Patches

Avg. Extent

Std. Deviation

Bust

0.5

30,950

0.439470

0.122824

601 Surface
32.25 x 43.888 x 45.3

0.1

176,875

0.181300

0.038647

0.05

519,150

0.105467

0.019440

Skull Mask

0.5

52,090

0.264562

0.188023

1260 Surfaces
32.928 x 15.634 x 54.923

0.1

200,455

0.141796

0.070661

0.05

461,519

0.094882

0.039387

Vertebra

0.5

85,176

0.157745

0.081192
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Next, the slicing algorithm initializes a local list to handle the patches interacting
with the slicing plane. The local list only contains references to patches in the global list.
When initially allocating the size of the local list, the algorithm allocates the list to an
empty array of size:
!
local
alloc =

globalsize ⋅ λ
h

where globalsize is the number of patches in the global list. If the size of the local list
exceeds this allocation, the algorithm reallocates memory by a growth factor of two
times. This growth factor can be altered depending on the system and is constant for all
dynamic arrays throughout the algorithm.
As the slicing plane moves up the model, the local list will add the surfaces that
the slicing plane intersects. To find what surfaces are intersecting with a given slicer, the
bounding boxes can be used to quickly tell if a patch interacts with a particular slicing
plane. Since the patches are in order of ascending minimum Z coordinates, the
algorithm dynamically adds patches to the local list from the global list at the beginning
of each slice. While iterating through the global list, the algorithm checks each patch
minimum Z coordinates to see if it is less than or equal to the current slicer and adds it
to the local list, if valid. Once the algorithm encounters the first patch that has a
minimum Z coordinate higher than the slicer (a patch above the slicer), it concludes the
local list update and stores the index of that patch in the global list for the next update.
Figure 6.4 shows a band of surface patches in the center of each test model. All new
patches in the list undergo the sampling procedure at this stage as well. The next
section discusses the sampling procedure in detail.
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Figure 6.4
The band of patches for a middle band of the test models (λ = 0.5).
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At the conclusion of a slice, the local list updates again. The slicing algorithm
checks the local list looking for any patches that have a maximum Z coordinate that is
less than or equal to the slicing plane. For all patches that meet the condition, the slicing
algorithm deallocates the memory for the sampled points and removes the patch
reference from the local list, leaving an open spot for a new patch at the beginning of
the next slice. Figure 6.5 shows a diagram of the entire process.

Figure 6.5
Global and local list diagram.
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The entire algorithm is dependent on the proper handling of the decomposed
surface patches and point samplings for each patch. This step manages a dynamic list
of active patches as well as the deallocation of irrelevant data. If the decomposition step
does not break down the original surfaces enough, patches will remain in the local list
long after they are relevant to the slicing plane. With point cloud based slicing, this can
create a significant memory footprint that slows down the algorithm and wastes
resources. Depending on the density of the sampling in the next step, the deallocation
of points in unused patches is a requirement. Keeping the entire object point cloud in
memory at all times would be wasteful and computationally difficult to handle.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the changing size of the local list throughout the slicing of
the test models. The number of surfaces added and removed at each slice is similar
throughout the entire process and proportional to the number of active surfaces on the
list.

Sampling the Patches
As the algorithm iterates through each slicing plane, the new patches added to
the local list from the global list need to be sampled to add their points to the point
cloud. The distance between two neighboring points on a patch should be no more than
ε since that is the machine accuracy tolerance. The sampling procedure only calculates
once for a patch and the points are kept in memory as long as the algorithm is using the
patch. After a patch is no longer needed, neither are its points, the algorithm deallocates
the points.
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Figure 6.6
The local list size, patches added, and patches removed for the test models (λ = 0.1).
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The sampling procedure starts by calculating the first approximation for the u- or
v-extent of a patch as Lu and Lv. The algorithm calculates a starting grid of points of
size:
! u =
N

Lu ⋅ Cover

! v=
N

ε

Lv ⋅ Cover
ε

where Nu and Nv are the numbers of points in each direction at parametric locations and
Cover is the oversampling constant. Oversampling can help reduce the number of
subdivisions later in the sampling procedure. While it is not strictly necessary, it can be
useful if the system has memory to spare to avoid possible recursions. After calculating
the number of points needed, the algorithm generates a grid of parameter values for the
corresponding points to evaluate on the patch. The parameters evaluate to a grid of
points (X, Y, and Z coordinates) on the patch by evaluating the basis functions. The
evaluation avoids redundantly calculating the Bézier functions by taking advantage of
the grid structure of the parameters. A point storage array for the patch adds the entire
grid of points.
After calculating the initial grid of points, the algorithm checks the distance and
flatness between neighboring points. A two-dimensional array Q stores the points and
parameter values of the points on the patch. The set [Qi,j, Qi+1,j, Qi,j+1, Qi+1,j+1] defines a
parametric quad on the grid, where i and j are the iterative variables. If any one of the
six distances between the four locations of points is greater than ε, the parametric quad
is subdivided recursively. Figure 6.7 shows a conceptualization of the six distance test
and subdivision.
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Figure 6.7
Sampling subdivision conceptualization.

The subdivision creates four new parametric quads, using the parametric
midpoints between each location. The point storage array for the patch adds the points
evaluated at the midpoints from the new parametric quads. The procedure tests each of
the new parametric quads six distances against ε, same as above. If the new quad
passes the test, the subdivision procedure completes. If the new quad fails, it
recursively subdivides again. Since the patches are quite small, a subdivision is rarely
needed. The oversampling constant can reduce the need for subdivision by creating
slightly more points than needed. Figure 6.8 shows an overview of the sampling
process.
The sampling process is critical in creating the point cloud for calculating
intersection in the object. The accuracy tolerance ε directly affects the density of the
point cloud, and therefore how many points require storage at any given slice. A large
value for ε creates a sparser point cloud, making intersection calculations less accurate
but substantially increasing the speed of point cloud generation. A smaller value for ε
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creates a denser point cloud on each patch, allowing for more accurate intersection
calculations but requiring more processing time and memory for storage.

Figure 6.8
Sampling diagram.
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Storing the entire point cloud is impractical as ε gets smaller because the
memory requirement multiplies quickly. The combination of the previous steps and
sampling is crucial to keep down searching computations and reduce the slicing
algorithm's memory footprint. For each slice, the algorithm only stores a portion of the
object's point cloud in memory. This portion of the point cloud is used to calculate the
intersection at the current slicing plane in later steps. Figure 6.9 illustrates the number
of points interacting with each layer. Figure 6.10 and 6.11 show the point cloud that
represents each of the test models.

Slicing the Point Cloud
After generating the point cloud for a given slice, the algorithm needs to calculate
the intersection of the slicing plane and the model. The intersection of each layer
calculates how the points in that region associate with the slicing plane. The algorithm
needs to identify if there are one or multiple intersections, then fit B-spline curves to
represent each one of the intersections. This entire process depends on the layer grid
data structure described below.

Generating the Layer Grid
The first step in calculating the intersection is organizing the point cloud and
processing the points into a data structure. This data structure is called the addressable
layer grid. The addressable layer grid consists of a two-dimensional array of
enumerable values to represent the various states of the cells in the grid, a minimum
and maximum X and Y where the grid starts and stops, the size of each grid cell, and a
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Figure 6.9
The number of points interacting with each layer (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.01).
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Figure 6.10
The point cloud for each test model (λ = 0.1, ε = 1).
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Figure 6.11
The point cloud for each test model (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.5).
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resolution for both directions. This grid eases the access of points by grouping points
from the point cloud.
The algorithm uses the patches in the active list to calculate the size of the
addressable layer grid. The size is the minimum and maximum X and Y values for the
patches in the list. The size of each grid cell is ε, defining the resolution for the
addressable layer grid to be:

Res
!
x =

xmax − xmin
⌈
⌉
ε

Res
!
y =

ymax − ymin
⌈
⌉
ε

Table 6.3 lists the possible cell values. Some of these values are for later steps. At the
time of initialization, every cell is the value of EMPTY_POINT.
Table 6.3 – Addressable layer grid cell values.
Value

Notes

Fig. Color

EMPTY_POINT

Cells with no points in their location

None

BELOW_POINT

Cells with points below their location

Light Red

ABOVE_POINT

Cells with points above their location

Light Blue

STRONG_POINT

Cells with points above and below their
location

Purple

EXTERIOR

Cells that are EXTERIOR to intersection cells

None

BOUNDARY

Cells with an intersection in their location

Black

INTERIOR_BOUNDARY

Cells with intersections in their location inside
planar touch

Black

PLANAR

Cells containing a planar touch case
(requires filling)

Brown

REPAIRED_EXTERIOR

Eliminated BOUNDARY cells that became
unnecessary

Green

OUTSIDE_GRID

Value returned for out of bounds cells

None
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After creation and initialization, the addressable layer grid is ready to process the
point cloud. The algorithm tests every point on every patch that the slicing plane
intersects to see if the point is within ε above or below the layer. If the point is not within
ε above or below, the algorithm continues to the next point. If the point is within ε above
or below, the algorithm calculates to which cell on the grid the point corresponds. The
algorithm calculates the cell index by solving:

cell
!
x =

px − xmin
⌊
⌋
ε

!celly

=

py − ymin
⌊
⌋
ε

where xmin and ymin are the grid minimums and maximums and p is the current point.
After obtaining the cell from the addressable layer grid, the cell value is changed based
on where previous points fell. If there are points above and below a cell, the grid marks
the cell as a strong potential intersection (a STRONG_POINT). If there is only a point
above or below a cell, the grid marks the cell accordingly (ABOVE_POINT or
BELOW_POINT).
The algorithm then iterates through the addressable layer grid, cell by cell
checking for potential adjacent interactions. If a cell value is STRONG_POINT or
EMPTY_POINT, the algorithm moves to the next cell since an intersection has either
been found for that cell or does not exist. If the value of a cellx,y is ABOVE_POINT or
BELOW_POINT, the algorithm examines the neighboring cells, cellx+1,y and cellx,y+1. If
the value of the neighboring cells is the opposite of cellx,y (ABOVE_POINT/
BELOW_POINT or BELOW_POINT/ABOVE_POINT), both the grid sets both cellx,y and
the neighbor to STRONG_POINT. Figure 6.12 shows an overview of the addressable
layer grid generation process.
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Figure 6.12
Addressable layer grid generation diagram.

The algorithm examines every point within ε of the slicing plane on every patch
that interacts with this layer and processes them into the addressable layer grid. The
cells of the grid are the addressable locations based on the machine accuracy of ε.
Since the points examined are so close to the slicing plane and the grid cell sizes are so
small, if there are points above and below any cell, the grid marks that cell as an
intersection point.
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Surfaces with high curvature or surfaces that are nearly planar to the slicing
plane will produce points that are either above or below the same cell, but not both. The
iteration of the grid finds adjacent cells with points on opposite sides of the slicing plane.
This iteration allows the algorithm to identify where intersections occurred across the
slicing plane from surfaces with small angles of intersection. Figure 6.13 shows the
transition from point cloud to addressable layer gird in various layers. The images on
the left are the points that interact with the current slicing plane. Points above the layer
are a dark red color, while points below the layer are a dark blue color. The process
detailed above shows how the point cloud for a layer converts into an addressable layer
grid.

Separating Intersection Curves
The result of the previous step is an addressable layer grid with intersection
locations marked as STRONG_POINT. A single grid could contain multiple
intersections. Before further processing, the algorithm needs to separate each potential
intersection curve. Each intersection moves to occupy its own unique grid with an
additional three cells on each side of the grid use in the next step. Figure 6.14 shows
the separate intersection cells in a layer highlighted by the separation procedure.
The algorithm starts by creating a history list of visited and unvisited cell locations
in the grid. The list includes all STRONG_POINT cell locations as unvisited and every
other cell as visited. The only concern is separating the potential intersection curves, so
only those cells need to be visited.
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Bust, Layer 3

Bust, Layer 203

Torus, Layer 40
Figure 6.13
Point cloud to addressable layer grid of the bust and torus (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.05). Point
cloud (left), and layer grid (middle, right zoomed in).

Figure 6.14
Separate intersection cells (shown in random colors)
from bust (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.05).
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A three-by-three mask examines the neighborhood of each STRONG_POINT cell
to move around the intersection area. The algorithm picks any STRONG_POINT cell on
the grid. The history list marks this cell as visited and moves this point to a new grid for
this intersection curve. From this cell, the three-by-three mask examines the
neighborhood of eight cells (the Moore neighborhood) [217]. The algorithm pushes all
neighbors that are unvisited and have a value of STRONG_POINT onto a queuing stack
to examine next. After completing this step, the algorithm pops off the next cell from the
stack and repeats the procedure.
If there are no unvisited STRONG_POINT cells left around the current cell and
the stack is empty, the procedure has moved all of the intersection curve's cells to the
new grid. The algorithm searches for another unvisited STRONG_POINT cell to create
a new grid. If found, the process starts over again. Once there are no more unvisited
STRONG_POINT cells in the original grid, the algorithm has separated all intersection
curve cells.
The algorithm assumes that the intersection curves are at least one ε apart, the
size of one cell. If they are not, the algorithm will see the cells as a single intersection
curve, just as a printer would overlap walls smaller than the machine tolerance. The ε
can be made smaller to prevent merging of intersection curves assuming the printer can
handle the addressability.

Identifying Intersection Boundary Cells
After separating the cells that represent each intersection, the algorithm needs to
identify what cells will be useful when fitting a B-spline to represent the intersection.
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Even by only utilizing points ε away from the slicing plane, we still are left with more
STRONG_POINT cells representing the intersection curve than needed. The algorithm
discards some cells to create a one cell thick set to represent the curve. This process
needs to be done separately for each intersection grid created in the previous
separation step.
The boundary identifying procedure starts with the lower left cell of the grid,
which the previous step created as extra space and is known to be an EMPTY_POINT
cell, and allocates a stack to hold grid locations. The algorithm employs a modified
scanline seed fill procedure to determine the boundary cells of the intersection curve
[218].
This seed fill uses a four-connected pattern to examine the cells. The fourconnected pattern has four cells for each cell, up and down (for checking and queuing
rows) and left and right (for extending the seed fill). The seed fill will change all
EMPTY_POINT cells to EXTERIOR cells (signifying they are exterior to the boundary of
the curve) in a row until it hits an edge, STRONG_POINT cell, or BOUNDARY cell in
either direction.
When the procedure hits a STRONG_POINT cell in the four-connected pattern, it
is changed to be a BOUNDARY cell. For the rows above and below the current row, the
seed fill checks each cell to see if those rows also need to be filled and queues them if
they do. After finding an EMPTY_POINT cell in the rows above or below, the procedure
adds that row for filling on the next iterations of the fill. After completing a row (the
procedure hit an edge, STRONG_POINT, or BOUNDARY cell both sides), the
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procedure starts filling the next row. Figure 6.15 shows some of the resulting
addressable layer grids after completing the identification procedure.

Figure 6.15
BOUNDARY cells from torus and bust (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.05). Layer 28 of the bust (left)
and layer 41 of the torus (right)

The result of the seed fill algorithm is a grid containing the BOUNDARY cells
showing the intersection with the point cloud. There are still BOUNDARY cells that are
potentially unnecessary for the B-spline fitting that will make ordering the cells for the
fitting more complicated. The algorithm checks the entire grid for occurrences of 12
different types of polyominoes (a figure formed by cells, the 12 polyominoes the
algorithm searches for are shown in Figure 6.16) using a three-by-three mask. The
mask also checks for floating BOUNDARY cells, potentially caused by a poorly created
model. If the three-by-three mask finds any matching polyominoes, then the center cell
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of the mask is set to REPAIRED_EXTERIOR, an alternative type of EXTERIOR cell.
Figure 6.17 shows a small counter after removing extraneous cells.

Figure 6.16
Polyominoes for elimination, Angle shape (red tromino) and Z/S shape (green/blue
tetromino)

Identifying the boundaries of the intersection cells and removing the extraneous
information is preprocessing required for generation of B-splines to fit the intersection
cells. The best approximation of the intersection cells is made using a one cell thick set
of edge to edge cells. More than one cell thickness creates higher ε inaccuracy since
the intersection of a surface to plane should only result in a curve for this case. If the
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intersections do happen to be larger than ε (more than one cell), there is a potential
touch case. A later section details the handling of touch cases and anomalies.

Figure 6.17
Polyominoes eliminated from one of the contours in layer 3 of
bust (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.05).

Fitting B-spline Curves to the Intersection
The previous step leaves the algorithm with a grid containing the BOUNDARY
cells that represent the intersection. The final step of the slicing process is to fit a Bspline curve to the intersection. The fitting computes a curve approximating the
BOUNDARY cells as points with ε tolerance. The resulting curve represents the
intersection of the slicing plane and the model within ε of the original surfaces.
Before fitting the B-spline, the algorithm must order the cell locations as a list of
points in three-dimensional space. A Moore-Neighbor Tracing procedure [217] walks
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through each cell starting at the first BOUNDARY cell in the grid from the bottom left.
The algorithm adds the location of this cell in model space to the list of ordered points
and marks the cell as visited. The grid calculates each cell location in the model space
as:

x! = xmin + (cellx ⋅ ε)

!y

= ymin + (celly ⋅ ε)

where cellx and celly represent the indices of that cell in the grid. From that cell, the
tracing procedure uses a three-by-three mask that looks at the cell's eight neighbors in
clockwise order. The first cell it finds that is a BOUNDARY cell and is unvisited is set as
the new current cell. The procedure marks the new cell as visited and adds its location
to the ordered list. This process continues until a neighborhood has no unvisited
BOUNDARY cells. The resulting list of points is an ordered list of locations where the
BOUNDARY cells are in model space.
After ordering the cells as a list of points, the intersection data is ready for Bspline fitting. The curve fitting procedure constructs a B-spline curve of degree p, where
p is set as a constant before the slicing algorithm begins. The curve is fit to the point
locations of the cells from the grid (within ε tolerance) and is an approximation of the
grid cell locations.
The fitting procedure starts by checking whether the curve to be generated will
be open or close. Most interior intersection curves will be closed curves, but certain
touch cases create open curves (the following section describes how point cloud slicing
handles touch case). A curve is closed curve if the locations of the first and the last point
in the ordered set are the same. If the points are not in the same location, the curve is
open.
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Next, the fitting procedure computes the parameter values for global curve
interpolation. A chord length parametrization scheme calculates the parameter values.
The chord length parameter values are:

d! =

m

∑
r= 1

t! 0 = 0

| Qr − Qr− 1 |

t! m = 1

t! r = tr− 1 +

| Qr − Qr− 1 |
d

where Q is the set of ordered point locations, r is the index of Q, m is the maximum
index of Q, and t is a parametrization. The initial parametrization is vital in the leastsquares fitting approach, and chord length is a versatile choice for general freeform
curves [41].
After obtaining the parameter values, the point set needs to be decomposed into
subsets for the least-squares approximation. A local Bézier approximation divides the
set of points. The first set is the entire set of Q. The Bézier approximation curve
interpolates the first and last point in Q. A least-squares minimization calculates the
control points between the first and last control point. For each set of points, the
algorithm needs to approximate the Bézier curve to satisfy this least squares method:
m− 1

!

∑

| Qr − C(tr ) |2 ≤ tol

r= 1

where Q is the subset of ordered point locations in this context, r is the index, m is the
maximum index of Q, and C is the Bézier curve, and tol is the starting tolerance for the
approximation (set to start at ε). The degree of the Bézier curve must be less than the
highest index of the original point set. The algorithm solves a system of equations using
the Bernstein polynomials at the parameter values calculated above to generate the
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control points, detailed in [41]. If the Bézier curve is within tol, then the procedure has
found a sufficient decomposition of the set of points. Otherwise, the algorithm divides
the parameter values and point set in half, and the Bézier fitting occurs on each new
half set. This division and Bézier fitting happen until all the decomposed sets are within
the tolerance. The division also returns the parameters values of junctions where local
Bézier segments meet.
After decomposing the sets of points, the B-spline fitting procedure needs to
calculate the knot vector of the final curve. The first step in generating a knot vector is to
calculate the end knots with multiplicity p + 1. Multiplicity interpolates the first and last
points with the curve. Next, the procedure calculates groups of parameters with an
average group size of m / (p + 1). Each group is averaged to calculate a representative.
Finally, the representatives are split, in order, into groups of size p and averaged once
more. The averages of each of these groups are the resulting knot vector. [219] details
the knot vector generation process.
Now that the procedure has the knots and the parameterization for the B-spline
fitting curve, the procedure needs to calculate the control points. The procedure finds
the control points for the curve using a least-squares method of fitting a curve. The
number of control points is the difference between the number of knots and the degree
of the curve minus one. The selection of the parameterization and knots becomes
significant for calculating the control points in a numerically stable manner. Similar to the
Bézier curve least squares fitting, the algorithm solves a system of equations using nonvanishing basis function values at the parameter values. The algorithm calculates this
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system of equations, as seen in [41] and [219]. Figure 6.18 shows an example of a fitted
semicircle to some points using this fitting procedure and a sampling.

Figure 6.18
A simple example point sampling and a curve to fit.

When the algorithm determines the control points, knot vector, and parameters,
the curve has to be tested to find if it is within the tolerance. The procedure checks
points on the curve at each parameter value and the distance that point is from the
corresponding point in the original ordered set. If anyone of the points is outside of the
tolerance ε, the entire fitting procedure starts over from the beginning. The procedure
sets the starting tolerance for fitting as half of the procedure's input tolerance. After
trying again, the procedure tests the original ordered set distance to see if they are
within ε. If the test fails again, the procedure halves the input tolerance again, and this
happens until the procedure fits a curve that satisfies ε tolerance. Once the procedure
finds a curve within ε, the procedure returns the intersection curve. Figure 6.19 shows
various layers with the Addressable Layer Grid and the resulting fitted B-spline. Figure
6.20 shows the test models with the final B-splines against the original model.
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Skull, Layer 102

Torus, Layer 1

Bust, Layer 161

Figure 6.19
Slices and BOUNDARY cells, zoomed on right (λ = 0.1, ε = 0.01).
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Figure 6.20
Sliced test models (λ = 1.0, ε = 0.05).
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The tolerances for this curve are the most critical portion of this step. After the
Bézier approximations, the curve should not deviate from the point set more than the ε.
A quadratic B-spline curve is enough to fit the intersection cells because the tolerance
holds to ε. The algorithm can fit higher degree curves to the ordered point data, but they
may require some noise reduction in the set or they might visually appear to wiggle at
larger ε values. However, even with this wiggle, the curve is still within the accuracy ε
set by the user at the input stage of the algorithm.

Touch Cases and Anomalies in Slicing
The above algorithm outline details on how to calculate intersections for closed
curve interior type intersections. Though these are the most common types of
intersections, the previous chapter details the various intersection types that are the
results of touch cases. Touch cases are where the slicing plane touches the model
within a model tolerance (assumed to be 10-6 for this project). This section addresses
how the algorithm handles touch cases. This section also discusses modeling
anomalies caused by malformed input models that affect slicing point clouds. For this
section, the algorithm will slice former and new test models that contain touch cases to
exemplify how the algorithm operates in these situations.

Touch Case: Point
The algorithm identifies the point touch case while ordering points for the Bspline fitting step. If the Moore-Neighborhood tracing procedure [217] can only find one
BOUNDARY cell in the entire grid, there is a point touch case occurring on the slicing
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plane. The algorithm sets a point touch intersection flag to TRUE, and the ordered set
given to the fitting procedure contains only one point for the single cell. The fitting
procedure checks the point touch intersection flag before attempting to fit a B-spline
curve to the set and returns early with an intersection point rather than an intersection
curve. Two examples that show touch cases with points are a sphere and a cone
(shown in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 respectively).

Figure 6.21
Slicing top of a sphere resulting in a touching point.

Figure 6.22
Top patches of a cone resulting in a touching point.
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Touch Case: Open and Closed Curves
When the slicing plane touches the exterior of a model and the resulting
intersection is a curve, two cases can occur, an open curve or a closed curve. The
algorithm identifies both open and closed curve touching cases during the separating
intersection curves stage of the algorithm. As the algorithm examines the neighborhood
of cells before separating the intersection cells into a new grid, the neighborhood cells
are also tested to see how many of the values are ABOVE_POINT or BELOW_POINT.
If there are only exclusively ABOVE_POINT cells or only exclusively BELOW_POINT
cells, the algorithm sets a flag for a curve touch case to TRUE. If there are both
ABOVE_POINT and BELOW_POINT cells, the algorithm sets the flag to FALSE, as
there is no curve touch case. If there are no ABOVE_POINT and BELOW_POINT cells
in the grid at all, there is a perpendicular intersection of the surfaces and slicing plane,
and therefore not a touch case.
The algorithm handles the B-splines fitting for the curve touch cases in the fitting
procedure, like with conventional intersections. If the ordered point set does not start
and end at the same point, the fitting procedure needs to generate an open curve for
the intersection. In watertight models, the only intersections that result in open curves
are touch cases with the exterior of the model. The procedure also sets a flag to TRUE
signifying that this intersection is a curve touch case. For the closed curve case, the Bsplines fitting happens identically to the conventional intersections, but the procedure
sets the curve touch case flag to TRUE. Figures 6.23 show the grids of two examples of
touch case curves, one open and one closed.
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Figure 6.23
Curve touch cases on a cylinder and a torus. Cylinder (left) and torus (right).

Touch Case: Planar
The planar touch cases occur when the algorithm slices surfaces parallel to the
slicing plane. The planar touch needs to identify three situations. The algorithm
identifies if the area inside an intersection requires filling, if there are holes in the filling
area, or if there is a false positive and no planar touch case. For planar touch cases, the
method of identifying intersection BOUNDARY cells finds the bounding of the planar
intersection, while this step fills the planar grid in and finds interior intersections in that
area.
The algorithm identifies a planar touch case after the seed fill algorithm creates
the BOUNDARY cells. The grid contains BOUNDARY cells and on the outside of
BOUNDARY cells EXTERIOR cells. The cells on the interior of the intersection curve
are still either EMPTY_POINT or STRONG_POINT values. The planar identification
procedure searches for any remaining empty points interior to the BOUNDARY cells. A
scanline seed fill procedure changes all EMPTY_POINT cells to EXTERIOR.
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If there are no EMPTY_POINT cells to fill, but there are STRONG_POINT cells,
there is a planar touch case present with no interior holes. The algorithm changes all
STRONG_POINT cells to PLANAR cells. Figure 6.24 shows the PLANAR cells
surrounded by BOUNDARY cells on the base of a cylinder.

Figure 6.24
Base of cylinder showing PLANAR and BOUNDARY cells.

If there were EMPTY_POINT cells to fill during the seed fill procedure, the seed
fill updates any STRONG_POINT cells it finds to INTERIOR_BOUNDARY cells to
signify they are part of an interior intersection curve (interior holes in the planar area).
The algorithm updates all STRONG_POINT cells between the INTERIOR_BOUNDARY
and BOUNDARY cells to PLANAR cells.
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If the seed fill procedure finds any BOUNDARY cells, then all
INTERIOR_BOUNDARY and STRONG_POINT cells update to EXTERIOR. The false
positive case is rare but occurs with thicker lines of STRONG_POINT cells, sometimes
because of poorly made models.
If there are interior intersection curves in a planar touch case, the algorithm
needs to fit B-splines to the interior curves. The B-spline fitting happens identically to
the conventional intersections for each interior curve. For both the interior intersections
and the exterior intersection, the procedure sets the planar touch case flag to TRUE.
The planar touch case flag signifies that the area between the intersection curves needs
filling. A simple polygon filling algorithm can find the area between curves that requires
filling. Figures 6.25 shows two examples of planar touch case slices, one without interior
curves and one with interior curves.

Figure 6.25
Planar touch cases with no interior curves and with interior curves.

Handing Modeling Anomalies
Though the algorithm assumes every input model contains appropriately aligned
surfaces and is two-manifold, that is not always the case. Complex objects that include
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multiple individual surfaces together to create intricate designs between surfaces may
contain tremendously different parameterizations or tolerances. Unfortunately, this
process may leave gaps and overlaps that can pose problems to traditional slicers. The
designer may not even be aware of small errors.
The point cloud approach to slicing is inherently insensitive to some of these
cases. Since the point cloud does not include or make assumptions about topological
data, the algorithm is entirely unaware of small enough gaps and overlaps. For gaps
smaller than the prescribed ε, the algorithm will just assume those patches are touching.
When surfaces overlap, the sampling generates points on both surfaces, both interior
and exterior to the overlap. The algorithm ignores the excess points created by the
overlap and uses the exterior surface to create the intersection. Figure 6.26 shows an
example of an overlapping surface and how the slicing algorithm handles the anomaly.

Summary
This chapter presents a new approach to point cloud slicing with the goal of
circumventing the challenges of direct and tessellated slicing. The algorithm
preprocesses input models into small patches where it can sample portions of the entire
model's point cloud. The simplicity of the point cloud eases the calculation of the
intersections by using novel discrete data structures to organize and identify intersection
areas. The algorithm also handles anomalies and touch cases that are within an ε
tolerance of the original model. This algorithm shows that the point cloud approach of
slicing trades the complexity of other slicing approaches for a large data set and simple
operations.
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Figure 6.26
Overlapping surfaces on the bust model and the resulting curve.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Chapter six introduced a new approach to slicing NURBS based threedimensional models. This chapter presents an analysis and discussion of the results
using this point cloud approach, addressing topics such as accuracy and resource
usage, as well as limitations of point clouds and the algorithm. The final section
compares the algorithm with the tessellated slicing approach explained in chapter five.

Accuracy Analysis
Accuracy is an important consideration when dealing with 3D printing
preprocessing. The slicing algorithm creates a layered approximation of the original
model, where each cross-section is accurate to the size of the layer thickness. The
layered approximation is the inaccuracy of the build direction and is controlled by λ. The
larger the λ value, the thicker the layers and the less accurately they represent the
model. A smaller λ creates thinner layers that are closer to the original model, requiring
more layers to approximate the model. Within each layer, the accuracy is controlled by
ε. The interlayer accuracy represents the addressability of the printing device, whether
that is a laser, print head, or voxelization of the entire cross-section.
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A testing script ran tests on the algorithm at multiple λ and ε values for all of the
test models. The λ values were 0.5, 0.1, and 0.05, and ε values were 0.1, 0.05, and
0.01. These values were selected to mimic the current parameters printers in practice
on the market use and to test the algorithm’s representation accuracy at multiple levels
[220, 221, 222]. Figure 7.1 shows all the test models with normal vectors mapped to
RGB colors.
The testing routine ran after the algorithm generated each intersection. The
algorithm creates one or more intersections for each layer so the testing routine may
run multiple times for a single layer on each intersection. Testing starts by sampling a
set of discrete points on the intersection at quasi-uniform intervals. The testing routine
calculates the sampling distance between neighboring points on the intersection to be at
most the product of 0.001 and the approximate length. These points are the testing set
of points used for checking the distance between the calculated intersection and the
original model.
After sampling the intersection, the testing routine iterates through each point in
the testing set. For each test point, the routine finds the corresponding surface patches
for the layer of the current intersection. Of those surface patches, the closest patch to
the point is found using its min-max box. The routine projects the test point onto its
corresponding surface patch across the slicing plane to find the distance between the
intersection and the surface. Finally, the routine measures the distance between the test
point and the projection point.
The challenge with calculating the distance between the intersection and the
surfaces are similar to the challenges of calculating intersections directly. The routine
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Figure 7.1
The six test models.
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uses Newton's method for computing the projection of the test point onto the surface.
The testing routine has to set an upper bound on the number of iterations performed
since a convergent solution may be difficult to find in a practical number of iterations.
The routine has a more difficult time finding solutions for surfaces with high or varied
curvature than for flat surfaces. For this reason, multiple points are tested for each
intersection to offset any poor quality convergences.
Tables 7.1 through 7.6 show the results of the six test models. Each intersection
is a quadratic curve and uses a bound constant of three. The routine tests more points
for smaller λ values because the algorithm generates proportionally more intersections
and layers.

Table 7.1 – Human vertebra model test results.
Model: Human Vertebra
λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0387

0.0179

0.0058

Points Tested

86,989

87,285

85,116

Average Distance

0.0434

0.0225

0.0059

Points Tested

441,558

440,664

424,530

Average Distance

0.0431

0.0225

0.0053

Points Tested

883,090

882,405

845,069

Table 7.1 shows the results of the test routine for the human vertebra model. The
average distance is similar for each ε value regardless of the λ value. At the smallest ε
value, the average distance at the λ values is within a ten-thousandth of each other.
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Every test conducted has an average distance of less than one-half of the ε parameter
for that test.
The algorithm performed more accurately than required on the human vertebra
model. The layer thickness and number of surface patches created at the
decomposition step did not have a significant impact on the accuracy of the curve
creation. This indifference is because the wavy curvature variations on the surfaces
were still regularly larger than the surface bands for each layer. The grid structure was
able to capture the small variations in the curvature across the surfaces of the model.
There are multiple ridges on the model that were accurately sliced using the ε provided.

Table 7.2 – Skull mask model test results.
Model: Skull Mask
λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0496

0.0250

0.0077

Points Tested

124,624

124,399

118,601

Average Distance

0.0504

0.0259

0.0063

Points Tested

628,733

626,842

592,268

Average Distance

0.0502

0.0256

0.0058

Points Tested

1,257,979

1,256,097

1,185,076

Table 7.2 shows the results of the test routine for the skull mask model. Similar to
the vertebra model, the average distance is below the ε value in every test. For the test
of ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.05, the λ values did not have a significant impact on the distance of
the generated intersections. However, on the ε = 0.01, the smaller λ decreases the
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distance of the test. Most of the tests of the skull mask model were near one-half of the
ε parameter for that test.
As ε decreases and the accuracy of interlayer features becomes a higher priority,
the layer thickness plays a more significant role in creating accurate intersections. The
back of the skull mask model is entirely flat, but the front of the model has many
features of various curvatures (like the teeth, eyes, nose, and cracks). For thicker
layers, the points generated may overlap with each other when the algorithm performs
the grid generation routine, resulting in a slight decrease in interlayer accuracy. As the
layer thickness decreases, the surface bands only contain fewer points overall, making
for a more faithful recreation of the intersection.

Table 7.3 – Sculpture bust model test results.
Model: Sculpture Bust
λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0428

0.0258

0.0165

Points Tested

102,689

101,916

95,638

Average Distance

0.0435

0.0223

0.0071

Points Tested

523,933

523,677

493,456

Average Distance

0.0443

0.0226

0.0055

Points Tested

1,051,608

1,046,669

982,371

Table 7.3 shows the results of the test routine for the sculpture bust model. The
average distance is below the ε value in every test, except for λ = 0.5 and ε = 0.01.
Similar to the previous two models, the test of ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.05, the λ values did not
have a significant impact on the distance of the generated intersections. When ε = 0.01,
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the smaller λ decreases the distance of the test. In the case of ε = 0.01, the change
from λ = 0.5 to λ = 0.1 decreased the distance significantly (about 57%).
The bust is an intriguing test model because of its varied curvature along the
build direction, and its defective surfaces at the base of the model and in the hair of the
model. A valid surface model should be closed, meaning that each surface edge should
connect to two surfaces (or two opposite sides of the same surface). The bust model
contains non-manifold errors that create holes in the object and overlaps. Figure 7.2
shows some examples of modeling anomalies, but these two images do not necessarily
represent all topological errors in the model. The thickness of the layers has a more
significant impact on the accuracy as ε decreases. When the algorithm requires more
accuracy, the modeling anomalies become more apparent. The slicing bands may miss
portions or entire occurrences of these modeling anomalies. At larger ε the modeling
anomalies do not affect the interlayer accuracy as significantly.

Figure 7.2
A gap and overlap modeling anomalies in the bust model.
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Table 7.4 – Torus model test results.
Model: Torus
λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0689

0.0472

0.0428

Points Tested

32,180

32,137

32,131

Average Distance

0.0510

0.0280

0.0094

Points Tested

169,443

169,695

169,477

Average Distance

0.0480

0.0258

0.0070

Points Tested

341,984

340,946

340,532

Table 7.4 shows the results of the test routine for the torus model. Similar to the
bust model, the average distance is below the ε value in every test, except for λ = 0.5
and ε = 0.01. The test of ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.05, the λ values did not have a significant
impact on the distance of the generated intersections. The test where λ = 0.5 and ε =
0.01 was above the ε given for that test. The distance for λ = 0.1 and ε = 0.01 was
below the ε given for that test, but not by a significant amount. The smaller values of λ in
the ε = 0.01 decreased the distance by 78% from λ = 0.5 to λ = 0.1, and 25.5% from λ =
0.1 to λ = 0.05. At the smallest λ value, the algorithm was well below the prescribed
values of ε, while at the largest λ values, the distance was closer to ε.
The torus model is a particularly hard model to test for accuracy. Projecting test
points accurately onto the original surfaces is difficult because of the high curvature on
the edges of the torus. That said, the λ value significantly affected the accuracy of the
intersections at the various ε values. The algorithm performed better on the torus model
when the slicing bands were thinner, and the number of interacting points was fewer.
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Table 7.5 – Trefoil knot model test results.
Model: Trefoil Knot
λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0657

0.0512

0.0501

Points Tested

254,082

251,543

252,404

Average Distance

0.0516

0.0284

0.0105

Points Tested

1,278,383

1,269,527

1,267,970

Average Distance

0.0513

0.0268

0.0077

Points Tested

2,553,459

2,534,841

2,530,449

Table 7.5 shows the results of the test routine for the trefoil knot model. At all ε
values, smaller λ values decreased the distance of the intersections. At ε = 0.1, all the
tests were below the prescribed ε for the λ values. At ε = 0.05, the distance at λ = 0.5
was very close to the ε value, but slightly above and the other λ values were well below
ε. At ε = 0.01, the distance at λ = 0.5 was above ε, the λ = 0.1 was very close to the ε
value, and the λ = 0.05 value was below ε. The smaller values of λ (specifically λ =
0.05), showed a lower distance for all ε values than the larger values of λ. The trefoil
model performed similarly to the torus.
The geometry of the trefoil model is very similar to the torus model. CAD
software created both the models by sweeping a circle over a single profile curve. The
difference was the profile curve for a torus was a circle, and the profile curve for the
trefoil was a freeform curve. The results for the trefoil model were similar to the torus for
this reason. Projecting accurate test points was complicated for this model as well. The
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accuracy of the intersections was dependent on the algorithm creating thinner slicing
bands in the first step.

Table 7.6 – Three character initial model test results.
Model: Three Characters Initial

ε = 0.1

ε = 0.05

ε = 0.01

Average Distance

0.0465

0.0231

0.0065

Points Tested

288,395

281,507

268,489

Average Distance

0.0450

0.0223

0.0044

Points Tested

1,457,133

1,419,719

1,355,516

Average Distance

0.0440

0.0221

0.0043

Points Tested

2,916,009

2,841,485

2,710,129

λ = 0.5

λ = 0.1

λ = 0.05

Table 7.6 shows the results of the test routine for the three characters initial
model. The average distance is below the ε value in every test. On all tests, as the value
of λ decreases the distance decreases, though not significantly. Most of the tests of the
three characters initial model were less than one-half of the ε parameter for that test,
except the test where λ = 0.5.
The three characters initial model contains mostly perpendicular surfaces to the
build direction to test how the algorithm handles these types of slopes. The forward and
backward facing sides of the letters are flat, while the W has a slight slope and the O
has a more graded slope. The algorithm performed accurately on every test for this
model. The grid generation can create ε sized lines and curves for perpendicular
surfaces, which is why these tests were well below ε for this model. For the more curved
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surfaces, a larger λ value kept more relevant points closer to the grid structure, similar
to the skull mask and vertebra models.
For all the test models, the accuracy of the interlayer features was not only
dependent on ε, but also on λ. The thickness of each layer affected how the generated
grid would handle the point sampling. A larger λ value meant thicker slices, and larger
slicer bands (more surfaces interacting with each layer). These larger slicer bands
resulted in more points interacting with each layer. For models with surfaces that slope
very quickly or are nearly planar, a smaller λ value made it easier for the algorithm to
identify what points made up the intersection of that layer.
Testing the torus and the trefoil models was more difficult than testing the other
four models. The test routine projecting the test set of points had a difficult time finding
quality convergences within a reasonable number of iterations. If the routine did not
reach convergence using Newton's method within the limit of iterations, the routine used
the best solutions found for distance measurements.

Time Profile
The time profile of the algorithm shows what parts of the algorithm are the most
computationally intensive. The program Instruments by Apple measured the algorithm at
set intervals (one nanosecond) to do a stack trace on the algorithms current state. The
time profile shows what computations take the most time.
The time profile measured the computational usage of the algorithm on the
human vertebra using λ = 0.1 and ε = 0.01. The algorithm ran on a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7
processor on macOS High Sierra and took 5.22 minutes to complete. The heaviest
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stack trace of the algorithm was on the function that identifies intersection boundary
cells. The algorithm spent 24.1% of the runtime on that function, and most of that time
was examining the grid cells looking for STRONG_POINT value cells. The next heaviest
trace for a function was the sampling routine, which the algorithm spent 22% of the
runtime computing. The algorithm spent 17.5% of the runtime making sure there were
not any planar touch cases in this model. Ordering the cells took 10.7% of the runtime
and separating intersections into different grids took 8.8% of the runtime. The other
16.9% of the runtime the algorithm spent on functions that took 5% or less of the total
time. Figure 7.3 shows a graph detailing the time profile visually.

Other
8%
Identify Boundary Cells
24%

Fitting B-spline
4%
Eliminating Irrelevant Cell
5%

Sample Patches
22%

Separate Grids
9%

Ordering Cells
11%

Planar Cases
18%

Figure 7.3
Time profile distribution for the algorithm.
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The algorithm spends the majority of its runtime on grid-related tasks used for
calculating the intersection. The exception to this is the surface patch sampling routine.
The sampling routine recursively breaks down surface patch parameter quadrants after
initially generating a grid of points. Generating the initial grid of points took 1.8% of the
runtime of the algorithm (8% of the sampling routine), but the parametric breakdown
step took 19.4% of the entire runtime (87.8% of the sampling routine). The parametric
breakdown is necessary for sampling the patch within tolerance, but the oversampling
constant mentioned in chapter 6 can offset this time if the parameterization is mostly
uniform. If a model’s surfaces have a less uniform parameterization or are varied
surface types, then this step requires more time to complete. The decomposition and list
generation/iteration stages of the algorithm only take up less than 1% of the total run
time, meaning that preprocessing the model before the sampling routine does not
contribute significantly to the total time.
The time needed to process each slice with no hardware accelerator was still
well below the time a 3D printer takes to the print each slice [223]. Since 3D printers are
orders of magnitude slower than the algorithm, the slicing process for this algorithm
does not slow down the printing process.

Memory Allocation
The memory allocation of the algorithm shows what parts of the algorithm are the
most memory resource intensive. Again, the program Instruments measured the
algorithm at set intervals to see what was the memory usage of functions. Memory
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allocation shows where the algorithm allocated and deallocated memory to see what
functions were the most resource intensive.
The memory allocation tests the algorithm on the human vertebra using λ = 0.1
and ε = 0.01. The algorithm allocated and deallocated a total of 70.94 gigabytes of
memory over the entire course of execution. The test on memory allocation describes
how much memory the algorithm allocated over the course of the entire algorithm's run,
not how much memory was in use at a given point in time. The routine that separates
the intersection curves into separate grids allocated 32.6% of the total memory
allocated. Ordering the cells before the fitting routine took 22.1% of the total memory
allocated. The surface sampling routine allocated 13.3% of the total algorithm memory.
The creation of the addressable layer grid and the generation of the values in the
addressable layer grid both allocated 10.5% of the total memory (21% of the total
memory together). Finally, 9.9% of memory allocated was done by the curve fitting
routine, after the ordering of points completed. The other 1.1% of memory allocations
happened in small amounts at various other stages in the algorithm. Figure 7.4 shows a
graph detailing the memory allocations visually.
Similar to the time profile, the most memory allocations happened in the gridbased functions. The grids are at the maximum the size of the length and width of the
model, with cells of size ε. The algorithm allocated 75.7% of all the memory used in gridbased functions. The intersection separation routine has to allocate new grids for each
intersection, so in models with multiple intersections on a layer, this function has a
larger memory usage. The memory footprint of the grids increases as ε gets smaller.
The memory footprint of the global list and active list increases as λ gets smaller, but at
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a much slower rate than the grids. The global list and active list are only onedimensional arrays of surfaces and references, respectively, while the grids are twodimensional arrays that grow relative to ε.

Other
1%
Separate Grids
33%

Fitting B-spline
10%

Generate Grid Values
11%
Ordering Cells
22%
Allocating Grid
11%
Sample Patches
13%
Figure 7.4
Memory allocation distribution for the algorithm.

Limitations
No approach is without limitations, and the algorithm developed is not an
exception. The point cloud slicing method presented in chapter six is a uniform slicing
approach, meaning that each layer's thickness is a fixed size determined at the start of
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the algorithm's run. Uniform slicing contrasts with adaptive slicing methods, which
change the layer thickness adaptively, slicing high curvature areas with thin layers and
lower curvature areas with thicker layers. Adaptive slicing theoretically reduces the time
to print by reducing the number of layers that the 3D printer needs to print [43]. The
algorithm developed is based on iterating through each slicing plane, moving up the
model in the build direction. This method allows the algorithm to manage significant
numbers of points without having to examine the point cloud in its entirety. For an
adaptive approach, the layer thickness would need to fluctuate based on the error at
specific layers, requiring the re-slicing of a layer or layers and the reallocation and
creation of points. The approach to memory management that the algorithm employs
would need reworking to store points longer and maintain a different type of active list.
Most current 3D printers on the market can not fluctuate layer thickness broadly without
user intervention, and adaptive slicing may need to re-slice or adapt layers multiple
times [101]. The development of this point cloud slicing algorithm favored a uniform
slicing approach for these reasons.
As the field of 3D printing advances, institutions are doing more research on
different layer shapes. For example, the directed energy deposition machines can print
onto existing parts that require repair or augmentation [66, 67]. The algorithm presented
slices using a flat plane oriented perpendicularly to the build direction. Currently, most
3D printing hardware prints layers in this fashion, but different layer shapes could offer
benefits to printing in novel positions or atop and around existing structures [57]. For
this algorithm to print non-planar layers, development would need to rework grid
structure to approximate other shapes at the tolerance. The preprocessing of the point
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cloud approach would require a method of looking ahead to see what shapes future
layers would be and add and remove active patches accordingly. Flat slicing planes are
the most widely used method of 3D printing, but the potential for varied slicers exists.
The size of the tolerance ε is directly related to the growth of memory usage and
runtime in the algorithm. The number of cells in each of the grids roughly calculates as:
! u n t(cells) =
co

len g th
wid th
+ C
+ C
(⌈ ε ⌉
)(⌈ ε ⌉
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where length and width represent the rectangle of the points projected onto the active
layer, and C is the number of additional cells used for processing in later steps (set to
three for all tests). The memory allocation requirement for the grid structures increases
quadratically as ε shrinks. There is a direct relationship between the amount of memory
needed and the desired accuracy of the intersection generation. The value of ε also
affects the run time of the program similarly. Functions that use the grid structure
frequently need to examine most, if not all, cell values. As the number of cells in the grid
increases so does the amount of time it takes to process them.
Finally, before runtime, the user fixes the degree of each intersection curve. The
algorithm has no method for dynamically guessing the most accurate degrees for
intersection curves. For most models, this practice is accurate, but there are potential
cases where the algorithm could generate higher quality intersection curves. The
development of the algorithm prioritized performance for this approach, and it would be
runtime intensive to test multiple degrees for intersections to find the most accurate one.
If the user chooses the degree at the start of runtime, then the degree of all intersection
curves generated by the algorithm will be the same.
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Comparison with Tessellated Slicing
Since it is standard practice in 3D printing to tessellate the models and slice the
resulting approximation, this section compares the algorithm presented to the results of
a tessellated slicer. The CAD program Rhinoceros 3D performed the tessellations of
each of the original IGES models. Rhinoceros attempted to create tessellations of each
of the six test models at various tolerances. The tolerance is the maximum distance
between the original surfaces and the polygon mesh created for the STL file. The
program attempted tessellations of each model at the tolerances 0.1, 0.01, 0.001,
0.0001 and 0.00001. Table 7.7 shows the resulting file sizes of the tessellations. The
Table shows all file sizes in megabytes (106 bytes)
Since the STL file is just a collection of triangles used to approximate the model,
the file size directly correlates to the number of triangles in the tessellation. As Table 7.7
shows, the number of triangles increases as the tolerance shrinks, but not at a uniform
rate. Models that have large flat areas, like the characters initial model and the back of
skull mask, can use fewer triangles to accomplish the same approximation. Models
were small, intricate, high curvature surfaces, like the front of the skull mask and the
human vertebra, require many more triangles. Both the skull mask and the human
vertebra models failed to create tessellations at 0.00001, and the human vertebra
models failed to create a tessellation at 0.0001 because of the tremendous amount of
points needed for the approximation. The IGES files have a constant size and are at the
tolerance of the design software. Using the IGES files directly gives the advantage of
high accuracy and lower file sizes to load for processing.
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Table 7.7 – STL and IGES model file sizes in megabytes.
Model

Surfaces

IGES

0.1
STL

0.01
STL

0.001
STL

0.0001
STL

0.00001
STL

Human
Vertebra

504

3.75

12.17

113.88

1,120.67

Failure

Failure

Skull Mask

1260

11.20

1.27

4.05

42.91

414.88

Failure

Sculpture
Bust

601

3.75

3.81

3.81

3.81

3.89

11.8

Torus

1

0.01

0.10

0.81

9.98

159.74

159.74

Trefoil
Knot

1

0.20

0.59

3.37

63.16

158.13

158.13

Characters
Initial

60

0.10

0.02

0.10

0.75

6.93

62.51

Figure 7.5 shows some of the tessellated models at varying tolerances. On most
of the free-form models (bust, skull mask, and vertebra), the software detected that the
STL files might contain damage, implying that there are non-manifold errors such as
erroneous openings in the mesh or floating faces. STL slicing software generally
requires 2-manifold objects, meaning that two triangles should connect to a common
edge and each edge connects to two triangles. The bust model contains errors in the
IGES file, so these would most likely transfer to the STL representation, but tessellation
created the errors in the other models. In the models, higher tessellation tolerances
make more and smaller triangles, but they do not necessarily avoid error creation.
To slice the tessellated models, the slicing engine Slic3r generated slices for all
of the models at the chosen tolerances. Slic3r is a full 3D printing package that does all
the preprocessing steps and produces instructions for a 3D printer. For this comparison,
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Figure 7.5
Tessellated models at varied tolerances.
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this section only discusses the slicing abilities of the two approaches. However, Slic3r
attempts to repair non-manifold errors that prevent the ability to print before slicing. Both
approaches sliced the models at a layer thickness of 0.1 (λ = 0.1). In the single layer
images, the STL slices are white on a black background, the white representing the
layer and its internal fill area.
Figure 7.6 shows the human vertebra model sliced with both approaches. The
model that tessellated at tolerance 0.001 failed to render after many attempts, likely
because of the size of the input file. The bottom and top of the model are mostly intact
in the STL slices, but the middle section fails to slice correctly at all. The errors from the
middle section failures propagate through some of the slices at the top of the model.
This error was likely the result of a small gap between meshes that the slicer could not
repair properly. Figures 7.7 show a layer from the middle section. On the lower
tolerance model, even the bottom fails to create a proper slice. The point cloud
approach successfully slices the entire model.
Figure 7.8 shows the skull mask model sliced with both approaches. At the
highest tolerance in the STL slicing of the skull mask, there are portions in the lips of the
mask that failed to slice at all. This failure makes the model look to be three separate
parts. Figures 7.9 shows a layer sliced at different tolerances next to the point cloud
approach. Even on the highest tolerance, the STL slicing creates small artifacts
because of the inaccuracy of the tessellation. These are not present in the point cloud
approach.
Figure 7.10 shows the sculpture bust model sliced with both approaches. At all
tolerances, this model is a failure when slicing the STL files. The defects in the original
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Figure 7.6
Human vertebra sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right,
tolerance 0.01).

Figure 7.7
Human vertebra layer 51. Point cloud (top left) and
STL higher tolerance quality moving clockwise.
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Figure 7.8
Skull mask sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right,
tolerance 0.001).

Figure 7.9
Skull mask layer 172. Point cloud (top left) and STL
higher tolerance quality moving clockwise.
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model translate to the STL version and make repairing and slicing complicated. Using
the point cloud approach, the model slices correctly. These layers show that the point
cloud approach can ignore small modeling anomalies that cause STL slicing
approaches to fail.

Figure 7.10
Sculpture bust sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right,
tolerance 0.0001).

Figure 7.11 shows the torus model sliced with both approaches. The simplicity of
this model lends well to both approaches. At a high enough tolerance, the STL slicing
approach handles the torus quite well. Figures 7.12 show a layer sliced at different
tolerances next to the point cloud approach. At lower tolerances, the larger triangles are
visible in the polygonal looking layers that the STL approach creates.
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Figure 7.11
Torus sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right, tolerance
0.0001).

Figure 7.12
Torus layer 71. Point cloud (top left) and STL higher
tolerance quality moving clockwise.
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Figure 7.13 shows the trefoil model sliced with both approaches. The trefoil
model results for the STL slicing are very similar to the torus model. At a high enough
tolerance the model slices accurately, but at the lower tolerances, some of the large
triangles create less rounded edges.

Figure 7.13
Trefoil sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right, tolerance
0.0001).

Figure 7.14 shows the three character initial model sliced with both approaches.
The STL file for this model was correct when looking at the tessellated model, but when
Slic3r loaded the model, Slic3r added extra facets on both the W and the E characters.
These extra facets make the test for this model inconclusive. However, the O character
slices accurately at all the tolerances, but the O is more polygonal at lower tolerances.
Based on the O character, it is reasonable to conclude that the STL slicing of this model
would have had similar quality to the torus and trefoil if this error was not present.
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Figure 7.14
Characters initial sliced with point cloud versus STL. Point cloud (left) and STL (right,
tolerance 0.0001).

The STL slicing approach performed better on the simpler models (torus, trefoil,
and characters) than it did on the freeform models (vertebra, skull mask, bust). The
latter three models include small and varied curvatures that are difficult for tessellation
algorithms to faithfully approximate. The point cloud approach performed accurately on
all six of the models. By processing the original surface definitions, the point cloud
approach can sample whatever tolerance the application requires accurately. By not
using polygons to approximate a mesh for the model, point clouds can avoid chordal
error entirely. By not introducing anomalies from poor quality tessellation and the lack of
chordal errors, the point cloud approach can produce quality slices and deal with
freeform surfaces without repairing any modeling errors.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, I have presented and discussed a point cloud slicing
algorithm for 3D printing applications. The 3D printing market is growing in the fields of
manufacturing and engineering; there has been demand for new and inventive ways of
preprocessing models for accurate and faithful production. As new 3D printing
applications, processes, and hardware appear in the industry and research, the hope is
that this point cloud slicing algorithm can contribute an accurate preprocessing method
to manufacture elaborate and innovative designs not possible before.
This point cloud slicing algorithm provides an alternative to the aging tessellation
algorithms that have been in use since the 1980s. With point cloud slicing in 3D printing,
complex and intricate models can circumvent the errors caused by tessellation
algorithms in favor of a controlled and stable discrete approach with a tolerance that can
be application defined. By directly working with surface model definitions, this approach
does not introduce any extraneous errors, like chordal errors or non-manifold errors
common in tessellation. The point cloud approach also has the ability to overlook
modeling errors and anomalies and slice models that tessellation and direct slicing
algorithms would not be able to overcome without additional repair procedures.
The algorithm developed in this dissertation leads to several promising future
research directions. Because of the lack of dependence within the data structures, this
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point cloud slicing algorithm is a prime candidate for parallel computing. Multiple stages
in the algorithm’s run could compute in parallel. At the data preparation level, the
surface sampling could benefit significantly from evaluating in parallel. In chapter seven,
one test spent 22% of the runtime on the sampling routine. The only data requirements
of the sampling routine is a surface patch and the sampling tolerance. The surface
patches do not depend on each other, and the memory for the blocks of points only
need referencing by the owner’s surface patch. Additionally, the stages following the
separation of the intersection grids may also be parallelizable. After separation, the
individual intersection grids are data autonomous from the boundary finding step to the
curve fitting for that intersection. These steps together took around half of the total run
time of the entire algorithm. Finally, since the intersections at each layer process and
generate iteratively, the computations may be parallelizable. The full layer intersection
calculations would require a more thorough investigation than the sampling and
separation routines. Computing entire layers in parallel would require a more extensive
portion of the point cloud and would potentially use a much more substantial memory
footprint.
Like many of the 3D printing preprocessing algorithms discussed in chapter
three, this point cloud approach only handles homogeneous material models. A potential
future avenue for research would be investigating how to slice heterogeneous models.
There are many proposed formats for heterogeneous models such as unevaluated
models (like NURBS and CSG) and evaluated models (like voxels and meshes).
Currently, 3D printers are limited in the number of materials and composites they can
use to create simultaneously [38]. As the research in heterogeneous modeling and
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manufacturing moves forward, preprocessing algorithms will need to be adapted to
create more robust heterogeneous prints. The point cloud approach to printing will need
to be adapted to use heterogeneous models and output heterogeneous slices that
adequately represent the multiple materials on a single cross-section.
The algorithm developed in this dissertation only takes input of the IGES file
format. The development of the algorithm favored the IGES specification because it is a
vendor-neutral file format. However, the IGES file format is older and lacks some of the
newer features that other formats boast. This algorithm could benefit from the addition
of support for multiple file types like STEP or other proprietary formats. After reading in
an IGES file, the algorithm converts all definitions into data structures on which the
algorithm can operate. Reading in further file formats would require writing a translator
into the data structures for the algorithm, but after the translation, the algorithm would
operate identically. Additionally, the algorithm could support the translation of trimmed
surfaces. Trimming a surface maps holes and croppings onto NURBS surfaces. The
algorithm would have to keep a record of where the trimmings in surfaces are and
translate those to the decomposition and sampling stages. Support for trimmed surfaces
would allow more support of conventional CAD system practices for slicing.
As discussed in previous chapters, memory is a substantial consideration for
point clouds and this algorithm. Future work could include a memory pooling system to
reduce overhead and increase runtimes. A memory pool can hold onto already allocated
resources to reuse them later, instead of allocating and deallocating multiple times. A
system could be implemented to handle all of the estimations, allocations, recycles, and
deallocations for data structures. Two significant areas of the algorithm that could
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benefit from a pooling system are the grid structures and point blocks. Grids require
large blocks of memory and are frequently similar sizes to the previous and former
layer. The resolutions of girds do not change abruptly from layer to layer because of the
continuous nature of the surfaces. The point blocks that hold the samplings for surfaces
are typically of similar sizes since the Bézier surfaces are of similar sizes. The size of
the active list and the previous number of layer points could be an indicator of how
many blocks of memory the algorithm requires. The use of memory pooling could
decrease housekeeping tasks so the algorithm could focus more on calculations.
Finally, future research could add support for adaptive slicing. Other projects
have documented the benefits of adaptive slicing for 3D printing in tessellation based
and direct slicing algorithms [6]. Future work could potentially modify the point cloud
approach explored in this dissertation to slice at variable layer thicknesses. Adding
adaptive layer thickness could decrease the time to print models if the hardware
supports the feature. Research would need to rethink the point cloud iteration and
develop a metric for measuring error between layers for creating slabs to implement
adaptive slicing in this point cloud slicing algorithm.
The point cloud slicing algorithm developed in this dissertation provides a method
for slicing NURBS models to avoid some of the problems introduced when using direct
or tessellated slicing algorithms. The algorithm uses point clouds and discrete structures
to generate slices within tolerances dictated by the chosen application. Tessellation
methods can introduce errors that translate to the final printed part, and direct slicing
methods are mathematically complicated and computationally intensive. By using point
clouds to slice models, the user can avoid tessellation related errors by operating
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directly on the surface definitions while still benefiting from computationally simple data
structures like points and grids.
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APPENDIX A:
POINT CLOUD GENERATION EXAMPLE

This appendix shows the data that generates Figures 6.6 and 6.9 for the human
vertebra model in chapter six. For the model, the test ran with the parameters set at λ =
0.1 and ε = 0.01. For the local patch list stage of the algorithm, Table A.1 shows three
statistics. For each layer, the table shows the number of Bézier patches intersected, the
number of patches added by the algorithm to the local list from the global list at the
beginning of the layer iteration, and the number of patches removed from the local list at
the end of the layer iteration. For the sampling stage of the algorithm, Table A.1 shows
the number of points that interact with the layer.

Table
A.1 (Continued)
Table A.1 — Human
vertebra
point cloud generation data.
Vertebra Layer

Patches
Intersected

Patches
Added

Patches
Removed

Points
Interacting

0

9

9

9

7,865

1

49

49

47

34,461

2

48

46

42

30,234

3

62

56

55

36,969

4

63

56

49

34,438

5

71

57

58

39,008

6

76

63

56

43,165
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Table A.1 (Continued)
Vertebra Layer

Patches
Intersected

Patches
Added

Patches
Removed

Points
Interacting

7

94

74

74

54,013

8

105

85

85

57,609

9

113

93

96

64,099

10

126

109

108

70,466

11

144

126

118

74,302

12

171

145

139

83,185

13

173

141

145

83,691

14

172

144

146

78,477

15

182

156

153

79,427

16

190

161

151

73,325

17

219

180

169

87,209

18

275

225

218

125,958

19

302

245

239

145,323

20

309

246

244

160,686

21

325

260

241

183,527

22

351

267

262

218,971

23

365

276

281

233,531

24

383

299

276

263,065

25

412

305

314

283,384

26

427

329

332

291,813

27

450

355

317

290,955

28

494

361

351

329,491

29

489

346

364

326,674

30

504

379

363

341,287

31

520

379

362

350,640

32

528

370

395

356,630

#213

Table A.1 (Continued)
Vertebra Layer

Patches
Intersected

Patches
Added

Patches
Removed

Points
Interacting

33

533

400

395

358,164

34

566

428

408

376,884

35

577

419

434

388,515

36

747

604

613

466,398

37

1692

1558

1538

988,614

38

2423

2269

2267

1,648,635

39

1909

1753

1759

1,456,357

40

1793

1643

1632

1,436,298

41

1975

1814

1793

1,817,097

42

2336

2154

2162

2,468,165

43

2695

2521

2530

2,981,915

44

2208

2043

2010

1,972,352

45

2364

2166

2152

1,950,733

46

2457

2245

2256

1,988,050

47

2174

1973

1993

1,747,874

48

1963

1782

1719

1,551,015

49

1518

1274

1265

971,124

50

1531

1278

1293

964,201

51

1532

1294

1266

968,651

52

1485

1219

1236

973,360

53

1532

1283

1233

994,417

54

1566

1267

1286

1,091,106

55

1647

1367

1361

1,119,691

56

1867

1581

1567

1,314,714

57

1774

1474

1474

1,287,187

58

1817

1517

1487

1,354,772

#214

Table A.1 (Continued)
Vertebra Layer

Patches
Intersected

Patches
Added

Patches
Removed

Points
Interacting

59

1877

1547

1555

1,412,555

60

1748

1426

1397

1,295,669

61

1741

1390

1372

1,325,495

62

1766

1397

1410

1,346,258

63

1820

1464

1453

1,389,144

64

1811

1444

1433

1,421,475

65

1859

1481

1471

1,492,411

66

1888

1500

1498

1,561,519

67

1925

1535

1525

1,594,297

68

1965

1565

1551

1,610,605

69

2096

1682

1697

1,709,353

70

2048

1649

1658

1,673,688

71

1905

1515

1531

1,563,032

72

1915

1541

1561

1,595,659

73

1883

1529

1493

1,550,040

74

1928

1538

1563

1,607,653

75

1882

1517

1508

1,554,385

76

1918

1544

1551

1,587,280

77

1928

1561

1555

1,609,356

78

1911

1538

1497

1,551,022

79

1897

1483

1471

1,540,047

80

1911

1485

1494

1,561,922

81

2026

1609

1586

1,632,963

82

2043

1603

1610

1,627,267

83

2116

1683

1684

1,663,827

84

2195

1763

1767

1,710,494
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Table A.1 (Continued)
Vertebra Layer

Patches
Intersected

Patches
Added

Patches
Removed

Points
Interacting

85

2236

1808

1820

1,733,659

86

2167

1751

1733

1,709,113

87

2170

1736

1730

1,768,966

88

2219

1779

1795

1,770,600

89

2246

1822

1823

1,782,819

90

2277

1854

1832

1,829,400

91

2328

1883

1903

1,846,994

92

2409

1984

1992

1,910,689

93

2744

2327

2328

2,016,309

94

2406

1990

2008

1,864,490

95

2388

1990

2000

1,885,563

96

2382

1994

2016

2,018,486

97

2218

1852

1852

1,770,204

98

2157

1791

1846

1,650,763

99

2274

1963

1971

1,630,460

100

2316

2013

2039

1,575,156

101

2447

2170

2161

1,640,344

102

2550

2264

2263

1,596,787

103

2722

2435

2458

1,571,400

104

2686

2422

2413

1,661,358

105

2432

2159

2158

1,475,976

106

2124

1850

1819

1,391,076

107

2022

1717

1720

1,321,127

108

1980

1678

1699

1,263,046

109

2100

1819

1817

1,323,992

110

1875

1592

1579

1,204,427
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111

1690

1394

1408

1,097,639

112

1481

1199

1197

1,052,438

113

1479

1195

1182

1,061,830

114

1466

1169

1159

1,063,452

115

1509

1202

1204

1,122,066

116

1565

1260

1267

1,178,721

117

1556

1258

1237

1,155,484

118

1573

1254

1245

1,176,003

119

1560

1232

1256

1,194,069

120

1534

1230

1209

1,187,915

121

1556

1231

1228

1,196,868

122

1596

1268

1266

1,221,745

123

1608

1278

1279

1,213,757

124

1605

1276

1262

1,233,828

125

1608

1265

1267

1,265,545

126

1604

1263

1240

1,234,591

127

1636

1272

1294

1,225,763

128

1595

1253

1224

1,190,653

129

1652

1281

1302

1,232,550

130

1795

1445

1451

1,464,554

131

3502

3158

3129

2,669,748

132

3336

2963

2971

2,412,033

133

2818

2453

2428

2,096,884

134

2741

2351

2355

2,209,233

135

2395

2009

2010

2,059,498

136

2373

1988

1995

2,072,852
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Table A.1 (Continued)
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137

2439

2061

2065

2,030,460

138

2292

1918

1925

1,930,501

139

2240

1873

1858

1,892,077

140

2207

1825

1825

1,859,566

141

2100

1718

1742

1,800,513

142

2044

1686

1685

1,836,420

143

2052

1693

1695

1,877,713

144

2174

1817

1824

1,978,251

145

2253

1903

1915

1,989,112

146

2003

1665

1694

1,668,873

147

1994

1685

1685

1,459,970

148

1741

1432

1431

1,384,032

149

1394

1084

1104

1,101,288

150

1262

972

971

959,085

151

1023

732

724

769,748

152

987

688

685

740,648

153

947

645

674

718,021

154

943

670

654

726,143

155

889

600

618

692,960

156

883

612

598

674,422

157

865

580

597

653,292

158

850

582

584

630,548

159

831

565

570

617,794

160

847

586

593

619,957

161

793

539

554

568,555

162

805

566

568

563,143
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Table A.1 (Continued)
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Patches
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163

771

534

543

519,578

164

748

520

528

487,158

165

752

532

539

491,804

166

708

495

513

457,822

167

706

511

510

456,752

168

667

471

504

442,181

169

635

472

469

424,057

170

601

435

462

412,301

171

584

445

438

405,415

172

580

434

454

409,003

173

517

391

405

376,218

174

506

394

405

378,693

175

484

383

401

356,762

176

455

372

394

335,443

177

413

352

360

309,086

178

346

293

291

252,588

179

273

218

225

197,803

180

242

194

204

178,351

181

216

178

190

163,185

182

203

177

183

151,362

183

189

169

179

139,044

184

157

147

155

107,907

185

116

114

116

103,710

186

46

46

46

36,746

187

4

4

4

4,504
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APPENDIX B:
ATTRIBUTIONS AND PERMISSIONS

This appendix gives attribution and license information for figures and models
used in this dissertation. Table B.1 lists the attribution information for each figure and
Table B.2 lists the attribution information for each model. The author created any figures
or models not listed in this appendix.

• The Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 (CC BY 2.0) license details can be found at:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode

• The Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 (CC BY-SA 2.0) license details can
be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/legalcode

• The Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC BY 3.0) license details can be found at:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/legalcode

• The Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 (CC BY-SA 3.0) license details can
be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode

• The Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 (CC BY-SA 4.0) license details can
be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode

• The Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivatives 4.0 (CC BY-ND 4.0) license details
can be found at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/legalcode
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